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1 General introduction
This thesis contains analyses of experimental data on elastic proton-proton
(pp) scattering at energies that are nowadays considered to be relatively
small. For the highest energies analyzed, the kinetic energy (Т\лъ) of the
incoming protons (beam), that collide with protons at rest (target), is
350 MeV, which corresponds to a velocity of 68% of the speed of light.
The purpose of such an analysis is to provide a compact and easy-to-use
representation of the information contained in all the experimental data.
The results of an analysis can be used to construct better models for the
proton-proton (or nucleon-nucleon) interaction.
Scattering experiments determine the differential cross section, i.e. the
distribution of scattered protons as a function of the scattering angle. Pro
tons have an internal degree of freedom, called spin. Preparing the beam
and/or target in a specific spin-state, or measuring the spin of the scat
tered and/or recoil proton, gives different experiments, such as polariza
tion and spin-correlation experiments. Compared with the size of protons
(about 1 fm = I O - 1 6 m) and the range of the nuclear forces (a few fm) an
experiment measures the effect of the interaction at asymptotically large
distances. Therefore one can only determine the asymptotic behavior of
the quantummechanical two-particle wave function.
In a phase shift analysis one writes the wave function as a sum of socalled partial waves, which have different spin and angular momentum.
Any elastic interaction has asymptotically only the effect that it shifts the
phase of the partial waves. The phase shifts are defined with respect to
standard functions, e.g. Coulomb wave functions. The goal of a phase shift
analysis now is to determine these phase shifts from the scattering data,
for all angular momenta and as a function of the energy.
Partial waves with high orbital angular momentum (the higher partial
waves) are very insensitive to the short range interaction, due to the cen
trifugal barrier. The classical analogon of this is the impact-parameter
picture, in which particles with high orbital angular momentum do not
1
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come near the target.
The forces between protons at large distances are well-known. The
electromagnetic interaction is described by the exchange of one or more
(virtual) photons, which can also create a (virtual) electron-positron pair
(vacuum polarization). The exchange of one photon between two pointprotons at rest leads to the Coulomb potential. In Nijmegen one has devel
oped an improved Coulomb potential [Aus82,Aus83], which incorporates
the exchange of one and two photons and takes into account the lowest
order relativistic corrections. The longest range part of the nuclear in
teraction is due to the exchange of the lightest mesons, the pions (π 0 ,
тг*). Therefore an important ingredient in all realistic potential models for
the nucleon-nucleon interaction, is the one-pion-exchange potential. The
shorter range nuclear forces, which arise from e.g. the exchange of multiple
pions or heavier mesons, differ substantially in different potential models,
or stated otherwise, these forces are to a large extent unknown.
Since the higher partial wave phase shifts are not sensitive to this short
range interaction, one can compute them in a phase shift analysis from the
well-known long range interaction. Therefore one has only to determine the
phase shifts in the lower partial waves from the scattering data. To analyze
scattering data at different energies, one has to parametrize the phase shifts
as a function of the energy. The parameters are always adjusted to give the
best agreement with the experimental data. Different phase shift analyses
use different methods of parametrization.
The simplest way of parametrization, used in the analyses of Bystricky
et al. [Bys79,Bys87], is to write the phase shifts as a polynomial in the en
ergy variable. In the analyses of Arndt and co-workers [Arn74,Arn77,Arn83,
Am87] one makes use of an expansion in generalized Yukawa functions.
Analyses aiming to give a proper description of the phase shifts at low en
ergies (below 30 MeV), have used effective range parametrizations [Gur64,
Noy72,Nai77,San83,Mat84] or (partly phenomenological) parametrized po
tentials [SSH70,Nai77]. The effective range method takes advantage of the
short range of the nuclear forces. From the wave functions for some long
range potential one constructs an effective range function, which varies
smoothly as a function of the energy. The improvement of this way of
parametrization by the inclusion of the longest range parts of the nuclear
interaction is not easy, since then no analytical solutions of the wave equa
tion with the long range potential exist. In this method the numerical com-
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putation of a specific irregular solution of the wave equation requires great
care for small distances. Since the interaction for small distances is not
well-known, this accuracy problem is introduced by the way of parametriz
ing the phase shifts. Parametrizing the interaction by using a parametrized
potential is not very attractive, because the wave equation has to be solved
many times for small changes in the parameters. The specification of the
short range part of the long range potential probably is the reason for the
meager results obtained for the potential parameters (pion mass, strength
of the one-pion-exchange potential) with this method.
In the analyses reported here, the approach is to include in all par
tial waves the well-known long range interaction exactly, and at the same
time parametrizing in a fully phenomenological manner the interaction at
small distances. This is implemented by using a wave equation, the radial
Schrodinger equation, outside some radius r = 6, and parametrizing the in
teraction inside r = b by specifying the P-matrix, or logarithmic derivative
of the radial wave function, at г = ό.
The first part of this thesis (Chapters 2-7) presents the analysis of
all published pp scattering data in the energy range Тіаь < 30 MeV. In
this energy region the parametrization of the interaction via the P-matrix
appeared to be an important improvement over all previous phase shift
analyses. Chapter 2 contains an introduction to this analysis. In Sec. 3.1
the P-matrix is defined. The advantages of the P-matrix parametrization
for every partial wave are discussed in Sec. 3.2. Chapter 4 defines the po
tential tail that is used for r > b. In the description of all partial waves the
well-known long range interaction is included: the improved Coulomb, the
vacuum polarization, and the one-pion-exchange potential. In this (low) en
ergy range, electromagnetic effects are very important. Therefore, different
analyses [SSH70,Nai77,San83] use different kinds of phase shifts, e.g. phase
shifts with respect to the wave functions one would have if the nuclear inter
action were absent. Special attention is given in Chapter 5 to the definition
of these different kinds of phase shifts. In Chapter 6, after a summary of
the statistical ingredients of a least-squares (χ 2 ) phase shift analysis, and of
our criteria to reject suspect data, we enter into the details of defining our
final data set. Chapter 7 concludes by giving our results for phase shifts
and parameters. Differences between the phase shifts of our analysis and
those computed with the Nijmegen soft core potential (N78) [Nag78] and
the parametrized Paris potential (P80) [Lac80] are discussed. We also give
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the effective range parameters that can be deduced from our results.
The fit to the final data set comprising 360 scattering observables results
in X2/Ndi = 1.0, where NM is the number of degrees of freedom. The pionproton (рртг0) coupling constant is determined to be /Q = (80.2±6.6) χ I O - 3 ,
but there are several indications for a lower value. This coupling constant
determines the strength of the one-pion-exchange potential between pro
tons and is therefore an important physical parameter in nucleon-nucleon
scattering. The optimum for the P-matrix radius, 6 = 1.4 fm, is satisfying.
The second part of this thesis (Chapter 8), is devoted to the determina
tion of the pion-proton coupling constant from the 0-350 MeV data. The
long and intermediate range pp interaction has been studied in a phase
shift analysis of all pp scattering data in this energy range [BerSTejBerSS],
which reaches x2/Ndt = 1.07. Using as intermediate range interaction the
Nijmegen potential, we find for the pion-proton coupling constant f$ =
(72.5 ± 0.6) χ 1 0 - 3 . Before this analysis, /Q had only been determined
with about 3% accuracy from the nucleon-nucleon scattering data. From
pion-nucleon scattering (with a beam of charged pions) one had deter
mined precise values (±1.2%) for the charged pion-nucleon coupling con
stant: fg = (79 ± 1) χ 1 0 - 3 . When one assumes charge independence for
the pion-nucleon interaction, then the charged coupling constant is equal
to the uncharged one. However, charge independence of the strong in
teractions is only an approximate symmetry, because it is broken by the
presence of the electroweak interactions and by the mass difference between
the up and down quarks. In the past it was believed that this breaking of
charge independence was small, because it was assumed to be mainly of
electromagnetic origin. (See, e.g. Ref. [Mor68]).
With several tests the systematical error in our determination of f2 has
been estimated. The nicest test shows that one can correctly determine
the π 0 mass from the pp scattering data with an accuracy of 1.5%. Even
when we take into account the systematical error in /Q, arising from the
model dependence of the intermediate range interaction, our value of f2
is significantly lower than the value of the charged coupling constant in
pion-nucleon scattering, which indicates a large breaking of charge inde
pendence. A recent calculation [Hen87], where one tries to include also the
mass difference between the up and down quarks, gives a breaking of charge
symmetry for the pion-nucleon coupling constants of the same magnitude.

2 Introduction to the
0-30 M e V analysis +
An analysis is presented of all proton-proton (pp) scattering data at lab
oratory kinetic energies Тіаь < 30 MeV. Since the latest analysis of this
low energy region by Naisse [Nai76,Nai77] in 1977, the world set of pp
scattering data has grown considerably [Was73,Jar76,Bir77,Tho78,Bit79,
Obe80,Bar82a,Bar82b], mainly below 10 MeV.
On the theoretical side, improvements over earlier low energy anal
yses [Nai77,Noy7l,SSH70] have been made by inclusion of an improved
Coulomb potential [Aus83,Swa85] and an explicit treatment of one-pionexchange effects. Our P-matrix parametrization of the lower partial waves
was an important improvement especially for the 15Ό partial wave. All
parametrized partial waves, the S-, P-, and D-waves, are treated in the
same manner. In an analysis the partial waves with higher angular mo
mentum (in our case F-waves and higher) have to be taken from theory.
In these partial waves we used the phase shifts due to vacuum polarization
(VP) and one-pion-exchange (OPE), computed in Coulomb-distorted-wave
Born-approximation (CDWBA).
In order to get a good fit to the data in this low energy region, one must
take into account VP, OPE and the relativistic Coulomb parameter η'. The
use of the CDWBA instead of the plane wave Born approximation (BA) in
the higher partial waves, and the inclusion of the full improved Coulomb
potential instead of only keeping the η' term are less important. They
give no significant improvement of the fit, but they do influence the precise
values that are found for the phase shifts and the pion-nucleon coupling
constant.
In the past the most widely used parametrizations for the phase shifts
at low energies have been effective range expansions [Gur64,Noy72,Nai77,
"t" Chapters 2-7 are part of Nijmegen Report No. THEF-NYM-87.02, submitted to Phys.
Rev. C. Co-authore: J.R. Bergervoet, W.A. van der Sanden, and J.J. de Swart.
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San83,Mat84]. At these low energies most of the scattering happens in
the 1 5o-state. At 10 MeV for instance, more than 99% of the differential
cross-section is produced by the nuclear interaction in the 1 5o partial wave
and the electromagnetic interaction. Heller [Hel60] derived for the 1 5o an
effective range function, in which Coulomb and VP were included. If addi
tional electromagnetic effects are neglected, the singularity of this effective
range function closest to Ϊ Ί ^ = 0 is a branchpoint due to OPE, leading to
a left-hand cut in the complex energy plane starting at Т1аъ = —9.7 MeV.
Because this is rather close to the physical energy region, several analy
ses [Noy71,Nai77] used the Cini-Fubini-Stanghellini (CFS) [CFS59,Won62]
approximation, which tries to take this nearby singularity approximately
into account. It has been shown [San83,Swa85] in a potential model by com
paring the CFS approximation with the calculated effective range function,
that the CFS approximation is clearly inadequate for a proper description
of the 1 5o partial wave.
Recently, an analysis up to 3 MeV has been done [San83], in which
the 1 5o phase shift was parametrized as a function of the energy using a
pion-modified effective range formalism. This approach gives practically
identical results as our P-matrix formalism, even for the entire 0-30 MeV
range. The major drawback of modified effective range expansions is the
large effort necessary to compute the modified effective range function with
sufficient accuracy. This problem arises from the singular behavior near the
origin of the long range (Coulomb, VP) potentials. The incentive of the
modified effective range formalism was only to remove the singularities of
the effective range function near Т1аь = 0, which are caused by the tail of
the long range potentials. Since the short range interaction is parametrized
anyway, one can see that the accuracy problem of the modified effective
range method is an artificial one, arising from a too detailed treatment
of the short range part of the long range potential. For higher angular
momenta the situation becomes even worse, due to the appearance of the
centrifugal barrier.
1

In other analyses [Nai77,SSH70] the interaction in the So-state was pa
rametrized by means of a parametrized potential. The advantage of this
method is that the electromagnetic and OPE interactions are easily in
cluded in the correct way, thereby fixing the tail of the potential. But
it appears that very different forms of the potential in the inner region
(r < 1 fm) can give an equally good fit to the data [SSH70]. Once a specific
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form is chosen, the data pin down the parameters of the potential very
sharply [Nai77]. Just like in the modified effective range formalism it appears that specifying the short range potential adds unnecessary detail to
the model.
For the P-waves one usually has taken a simple effective range expansion where only the Coulomb interaction was included. For the 3 P2- w a v e >
however, one did not parametrize the nuclear phase shift in this way, but
its difference with the OPE phase shift (see Sec. 3.2). For the 1Z)2-wave a
more phenomenological parametrization has been used in previous analyses
(see Sec. 3.2).
We present an analysis that has none of the above drawbacks. Theoretically well-known long range potentials are included easily, no computational
problems arise at short distances and the model dependence can be kept
down to a minimum. Furthermore, all partial waves axe treated with the
same long range effects (improved Coulomb, VP, OPE) included. Also the
treatment of coupled channels is straightforward.
We employ a P-matrix to parametrize the short range interaction in
the lower partial waves (total angular momentum J < 3). The P-matrix
gives in a natural way a division of the interaction in a short range and a
long range part. The formalism is similar to the boundary condition model
of Feshbach and Lomon [Fes64]. Jaffe and Low [Jaf79] proposed to use
the P-matrix formalism to connect multi-quark states to hadron-hadron
scattering and it has been used in that sense in nucleon-nucleon scattering
by Simonov [Sim8l] and Mulders [Mul83].
The P-matrix is the logarithmic derivative of the radial wave function
at a radius 6, the P-matrix radius. For r > 6 the interaction is described
by a potential tail V. In V we include those effects that are theoretically well-understood and are model independent. The electromagnetic
interaction is described very accurately by the improved Coulomb potential [Aus83,Swa85] and the vacuum polarization potential [Dur57]. Of the
remaining long range nuclear interaction we only take the tail of the OPE
potential. It appears not to be necessary for an analysis of this energy range
to include shorter range nuclear forces in the potential tail. Here the first
uncertainties come into view, since the pp7r0-coupling constant is not known
accurately. Fortunately enough, in our analysis it can be determined by the
fit to the data. In previous analyses [Nai77,SSH70], the pion-coupling constant could not be determined well from the 0-30 MeV data. When an
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effective range model was used for the '^o partial wave the reason was the
too crude approximation to OPE [Noy72,Nai77,Aus82]. When a potential
representation was used, meaningless results for the potential parameters
were obtained [Nai77].
Our choice for the potential tail V gives a restriction on the allowed
values of 6, since if b is chosen too small, V(r) is no longer a good description
of the pp interaction for r > b. Of course we could have included a twopion-exchange potential tail, or a full nucleon-nucleon potential tail with
contributions from higher mass mesons [Nag78,Lac80]. This would have
resulted in a more realistic potential for distances close to b. All results
that change when a different (realistic) potential is taken, can be termed
model dependent. We have checked explicitly (Sec. 7.1) that the inclusion
of the heavier-boson-exchanges of the Nijmegen soft core potential [Nag78]
does not change the fit to the data. Only the P-matrix parameters change in
such a way as to give, with this different potential tail, essentially the same
phase shifts. Since it is thus not necessary to rely on a specific potential
model for the shorter range forces, the shortest range potential included
here is the OPE potential.
The P-matrix parametrization as a function of the energy leads to an
energy dependent phenomenological description of the phase shifts. We
used it for a multi-energy (т.е.) fit to all data published in a regular physics
journal. Unfortunately enough there exist a lot of data that have not been
published in a regular physics journal, but that appeared in conference
proceedings or theses only [Heg76,Heg77,Lov75,Lov76,Arv70]. Inclusion of
these data would have changed our results (see Chapter 7). Furthermore
we rejected some data on the basis of sound statistical criteria. The model,
with 12 parameters, gives a statistically satisfying fit to the data. Other
analyses use about the same number of parameters.
The т . е . fit gives us the phase shifts as a function of the energy. Next
to this we also did single-energy (s.e.) fits, giving phase shifts and errormatrices at certain energies. The s.e. fits were done by clustering the data
to form groups near the chosen energies. In order to do these fits, one
needs т . е . results to preserve the proper energy dependence and to fix the
phase shifts that cannot be fitted at the chosen energy. S.e. phase shifts
and error-matrices are a representation of the data near a certain energy
and are probably less model dependent than the т . е . results. The s.e.
results can be used to judge the amount of information the data give us at
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different energies. They can also be used to adjust the parameters of any
model for the pp interaction. The quality of such a model can be judged
from a comparison of the model's likelihood-function χ 2 with our т . е . χ 2 ,
which is close to the expected value xi/N^ = 1 (Sec. 6.1).
We compare our results with the analyses of Sher, Signell and Heller
(SSH) [SSH70], Noyes and Lipinski [Noy7l], Gureky and Heller [Gur64],
and Naisse [Nai77]. There are other analyses that have an overlap in energy
range with ours. But the series of analyses by Arndt eí ai. [Am74,Am77,
Am83,Am87] and the analyses by Bystricky et al. [Bys79,Bys87] are not
detailed enough for the very accurate data at low energies. The analysis by
Bohannon et al. [Boh76] deals with pp and np data, but only in the energy
range 20-30 MeV, which contains only a small part of the 0-30 MeV pp
data. Furthermore the 20-30 MeV data are rather old and not very precise.
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3 The P-matrix,
a parametrization
in the lower partial waves
3.1

Definition of the P-matrix

We briefly review the definition and properties of the P-matrix in this section. For a more detailed discussion, see the thesis of Bergervoet [Ber87e].
For r > 6 we use the the relativistic [Swa85] radial Schrôdinger equation

+

M

-

F(r) X(r) = 0

(è *' ^ " ' ' )

'

where χ{τ) is the radial wave function, Mp is the proton mass and L2 is
a shorthand notation for £(£ + 1), with ί the orbital angular momentum.
The connection between the c m . relative momentum A; and the laboratory
kinetic energy Тиь is к2 = МрГіаь/2.
Measurements of scattering observables determine the asymptotic be
havior (r —• oo) of the physical solution x(r) up to an unimportant nor
malization. For the relation between this asymptotic behavior (definitions
of phase shifts and mixing parameters) and the observable quantities, see
Chapter 5.
The interaction inside r = 6 is described by a boundary condition at
r = 6, the P-matrix

Pfr k2) =b{^·χ"1)

-

(3.2)

Given the asymptotic behavior of x ( r ) , and the potential V(r) outside
г = ò, the P-matrix is uniquely determined.
We add the long range interaction by means of a potential tail and
parametrize the structure of the P-matrix as a function of the energy. The
11
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potential V(r) we use for r > b is discussed in Chapter 4, and the parametrizations for the P-matrix are discussed and compared with earlier partial
wave parame trizat ions in Sec. 3.2.
The property of the P-matrix on which the parametrizations in the
analysis are based is that, if one assumes that a local potential V(r) also
exists for г < ft, the P-matrix can be written as a sum of poles. In the
one-channel case we may write
Р(6;*2) = с+ А

2

£ - ^ - .

n=l

(3.3)

η

For comparison, one might look at the trivial case that V(r) = 0 for г < b
and orbital angular momentum t. This leads to
c=£+l

;

rn = 2

;

kn = zn/b,

(3.4)

with 2„ the n-th zero of the spherical Bessel function jt{z).
Since we do not include nuclear forces other than OPE for r > b, the
P-matrix will have as its singularity closest to Тіаь = 0 a branchpoint at
ïiab = —38.83 MeV, due to those two-pion-exchange effects that are not
included in the iterated one-pion-exchange for r > 6. The more nearby
singularities due to Coulomb, vacuum polarization and one-pion-exchange
are not present in the P-matrix, since we include these potentials in the
potential tail.

3.2

Parametrizations of the P-matrix

The P-matrix is a description of the interaction inside r = 6, and is parametrized phenomenologically. For the lower partial waves parametrization
is essential, since the interaction in these partial waves is not given by
improved Coulomb, VP and OPE alone. For higher ί parametrization be
comes less important, since the interaction for increasing ί is more and more
determined by the long range potential outside r = b. For the higher par
tial waves, that we do not parametrize, we take the phase shifts and mixing
parameters of the improved Coulomb, VP and OPE potential, computed in
Coulomb distorted wave Born approximation (CDWBA) (see Sec. 4.2). In
our analysis, there was no significant improvement when P-waves (£ = 3)
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or higher were parametrized. In this section we discuss the parametrizations of earlier analyses and of this analysis for each partial wave in which
parametrization plays a role.
1. ^ o .
The most important wave is the 1 5o partial wave. It has to be treated
very accurately in order to have a satisfactory description of the very
accurate low energy data.
In earlier analyses two ways of parametrizing the 15o have been used:
Potential representations [SSH70,Nai77] and (modified) effective range
parametrizations [Gur64,Noy72,Nai77,San83,Mat84].
The potential parametrization approach has the advantage that long
range potentials can be included exactly, but it has also several disadvantages. First of all, the form of the potential has to be known, also
for intermediate and short distances. Having chosen a specific form
for the potential in the inner region, the very accurate scattering data
pin down the potential parameters very precisely. Different forms give
for the important physical parameters (pion-coupling constant, pion
mass) results that differ much more than the error bars found. Therefore reliable estimates for the potential parameters can not be given in
this way. This is surely not the way to extract e. g. the pion-coupling
constant from the low energy data, as is demonstrated by the analysis
of Naisse [Nai77]. Another disadvantage of potential parametrizations
is that they consume much more computer time than other methods
(effective range or P-matrix), since the Schrôdinger equation has to
be solved many times for small changes in all potential parameters,
in order to arrive at the parameters that are best in accordance with
the data.
In the effective range method [Bre36,Lan44,Bla48,Bet49,Hel60,Aus82,
Hae82,San83], one splits the potential V into a known long range potential Vi and a remainder V5. The phase shift St can then be written
as
¿t = {h)t + {Ss)t ,

(3.5)

where (¿L)* is the phase shift of V¡,. One then can define an effective
range function (FL(A:2))* in which the left-hand singularities due to
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the long range potential have been removed. For 5-waves one writes
{FL)0 = Afacot(£s)o + В£ ,

(3.6)

where the functions AQ and Bfr depend on the choice of V¿. In the
original effective range function for the case of uncharged particles,
one [Bla48,Bet49] used VL = 0. In that case {SL)o = 0, A j = 1,
BQ = 0, and the corresponding effective range function is the wellknown FQ = к cot SQ. The most simple effective range function
possible for pp scattering is obtained by taking VL = Vc, the Coulomb
potential. This gives the effective range function [Bre36,Lan44]
(*c)o = C 0 V)fccot So + 2kj htf)

(3.7)

,

where So is the phase shift with respect to Coulomb wave functions.
Here η' is the standard Coulomb parameter [Bre55], often termed the
'relativistic' η, and CQ and k are the standard functions
,
η

1 + 2feVMpa

_α_=αΜΕ
«lab ~

~

2fc ' ^ 1 + k2/M¿

ЯМ = ρ^ττ
Mr?') = Яе(Ф(Ц-. ))-1п(і/),

(3-8)

with Φ the digamma function. The effective range function (FE)O for
VL = Vc + Vyp has first been given by Heller [НеІбО]. The effective
range function (FEM)O for VL = VEM, with VEM consisting of the
improved Coulomb potential V0 [Aus83,Swa85] and VVp, and the ef
fective range function (FOPE)O for VL = VEM+VQPE have been derived
by Austen [Aus82] and van der Sanden et α/. [San83]. The singularity
of (-fíAíJo that is nearest to к2 = 0 is a branch point, due to OPE,
leading to a left-hand cut, starting at к = ±im/2 or Т^ь = —9.71
MeV. For low energies the standard effective range approximation is
{FEM)O «

+ r rBM

к2

.

(3.9)

The quality of this approximation can be seen in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3
(pages 60 and 61). Here we have plotted the shape
(S*M)O

= {FE

)O

M

- (-— + I rEM кЛ
\ aEM

2

/

(3.10)
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versus Гіаь. For ( ^ м ) о and (SWjo, see also Sec. 7.1 and 7.2, where
1
{SEM)O is used to display resulti for the 5o partial wave (Sec. 7.1) and
to present the effective range parameters that can be deduced from
the very low energy behavior of our 1 5o phase shift (Sec. 7.2). From
Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 it is readily seen that the effective range approxima
tion Eq. (3.9), which amounts to the approximation (SEM)O = 0, is
clearly not in accordance with the experiments, not even for the lowest
energies. However, when one is not interested in a high accuracy de
scription, then the approximation Eq. (3.9) gives in the energy region
Тіаь S 50 MeV the effective range function (FEM)O P to i 2.5%. In
Fig. 7.2 two effects are noticeable. In the very low energy region one
can see that (SEM)о is negative and bending down, which is almost
completely due to the most nearby singularity in the complex energy
plane, OPE. For higher energies (SEM)O has to bend upward, because
it has to rise to +oo at Тіаь « 250 MeV, where the phase shift is
crossing zero, turning negative. The deviations of the effective range
function from a straight line were first treated in the Cini-FubiniStanghellini (CFS) approximation [CFS59,Won62]. In this approxi
mation the left-hand cut of the Born approximated ί = 0 partial
wave amplitude was approximated for low energies by one pole. For
(FEM)Q this results in the CFS1 approximation
U

1

1

Pk*

where Ρ and Q are complicated functions of авм, rBMì the neutral
pion mass m, the pion-proton coupling constant /Q , and if Coulomb
effects are taken into account, of the strength of the Coulomb potential. Not counting the pion-coupling constant as a parameter,
Eq. (3.11) contains two parameters: а^м and rBM. Since the CFS1
parametrization does not allow (SEM)O to bend back, this description
of the 1 5o phase shift becomes rapidly very bad (the shape only grows
more negative) for energies Tiab > 5 ~ 10 MeV. For energies below
about 2 MeV this approximation does not produce enough shape.
With the pion-coupling constant as a parameter, this can be mended
for very low energies by enlarging /Q and for higher energies by re
ducing it. This effect can be seen clearly in Table 5 of the analysis by
Naisse [Nai77]. To repair the features of the shape function for higher
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energies a CFS2 approximation has been proposed [Aus82], where
,_
(

ЕМ)0

.

1
-~¿Z

+

1
,,
P'Jfc4
{1-ek2)
2Г°мк - 1 + Q'*' (1 - Л») ·

( З Л 2 )

In this approximation the parameter с allows for {SEM)O = 0 at
Гіаь w 40 MeV and the constant d is fixed to have a zero phase
shift at Tub « 250 MeV. Therefore d does not necessarily have to
be regarded as a parameter for our range of energies. P' and Q' can
again be calculated in terms of авм, rEM, c, d, m and /Q . Not count
ing the pion-coupling constant as a parameter, Eq. (3.12) contains
thus 3 parameters. The CFS2 approximation is able to describe the
features of (SEM)O discussed above and shown in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3.
But still this approximation is not good enough, because it requires
too large values for the pion-coupling constant. By analyzing 1 5o
phase shifts below 30 MeV of a nucleon-nucleon potential it has been
shown [Aus82] that the CFS2 parametrization gives a pion-coupling
constant that is about 20% too large. Since the pion-coupling con
stant can be determined from the 0-30 MeV data with about 10%
accuracy, the CFS2 approximation is not good enough.
In order to treat OPE better, a pion-modified effective range function
{FOPE)O has been derived [Аизвг.бапвЗ], where the long range poten
tial is taken to be Vj, = VEM + VQPE· This function (FOPE)O does not
contain the left-hand cut due to OPE. For (FOPE)Q the approximation
is used [Aus82,San83]
(FOPE)O

= - - І - + \r0PEk> O-OPE

*·

I0"*
AT

.

(3.13)

WOPE*

Values for POPE and QOPE are fitted with the restriction that the
1
SQ phase shift is zero at T¡ab » 250 MeV, so Eq. (3.13) contains 3
parameters for the low energy region, not counting the pion-coupling
constant. It gives a good description of the 1 5o phase shift, and reproduces the input pion-coupling constant of the potential within about
2%. The main problem with the pion-modified effective range treatment for the 15o is, that great care has to be taken to get sufficient
accuracy. The problem is due to the singular behavior at r = 0 of
the long range potential VL = V0 + Vyp + VOPE- From all irregular solutions with asymptotically the same norm (amplitude) as the
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Coulomb wave functions, a specific irregular solution has to be defined by its behavior around r « 0. Since irregular solutions blow
up at r « 0, small numerical errors made in this behavior around
r « 0 mean an unwanted admixture of the (much smaller) regular
wave function. Since the regular and the irregular solution have the
same norm asymptotically, the small errors made around r « 0 grow
more important for larger r.
The main problems in analyses that use potential parametrizations
or effective range parametrizations are thus caused by the treatment
of the inner region of the interaction. The P-matrix parametrization
that we employ here combines the merits of the former methods, and
lacks their problems. At the end of this section, a resumé is given of
these advantages for all partial waves.
The 15o appeared to be well-described by the one pole P-matrix parametrization

P(k2) = co + J S Ï L ,

(3.14)

with the 3 parameters CQ, ГО, and ко. Of course, also the pion-coupling
constant, that affects all partial waves, and the P-matrix radius 6,
that affects the lower partial waves, appear in the parametrization of
the ^ o .
The 1 5o P-matrix does not need more parameters in this energy range.
One can see that the one pole parametrization is a natural low en
ergy version of Eq. (3.3), since for low energies higher poles add up
to a background P-matrix that can be absorbed in the constant CQ.
To analyze a larger energy region one would need a more detailed
parametrization than Eq. (3.14). This can be seen e.g. by fitting the
three 1i?o P-matrix parameters under the constraint that 6(lSo) =
0 at 240 MeV [Arn83]. This raises the minimal χ 2 ( χ ^ η ) of 343.2
on the low energy data by about 9. The 1 5ο phase parametriza
tion of Eq. (3.14) turns out to be able to give the same results as
the pion-modified effective range parametrization of van der Sanden
et al. [San83] up to 30 MeV, i.e. the difference between the two meth
ods is much less than the spread in the data. This is a very nice result,
since the phenomenological parametrization of the short range inter
action is accomplished in a different way in the two methods.
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3

3

2. Po, *Ρι, and J = 2 coupled channel 'Рг-ег- ^·
For the P-waves, the analyses of SSH [SSH70] and Naisse [Nai77] use
the uncoupled, Coulomb-modified two-term effective range approxi
mations
(FC)IJ

2

= k (l + η*) [C20(V')kcot£?и + 2krfh{rfj\ =
=

-—

+ \гик*

(J = 0,1,2).

(3.15)

For J = 0,1 the phase shift S'u is taken to be 5fj, the phase shift one
would have if the only electromagnetic interaction present were the
1/r-shaped Coulomb. For a definition of Sfj see Sec. 5.2. One cannot
3
use the same procedure for the P2, since the anomalous threshold
3
behavior of the P2 phase shift gives this effective range function a
structure different from a straight line as a function of Тіаъ. Therefore
both analyses [SSH70,Nai77] use
f u = «S - Coi»?') (l + V'2) δ?2ΡΕ .

(3.16)

In this rather ad hoc subtraction, the OPE phase shift for uncharged
particles ¿ ^ ^ is multiplied with the Coulomb penetration factor.
This approximation to the pp OPE 3P2 phase shift is not good enough.
In the analysis of van der Sanden et al [San83] a better pp OPE 3P2
phase shift is subtracted, being the CDWBA to the OPE 3P2 phase
shift. In Fig. 3.1 it can be seen that the linear approximation to
{Fc)i2 (Eq. (3.15)) with the CDWBA to the OPE 3 P 2 phase shift
is better than with the BA. With potential phase shifts as input, it
has been shown [San86] that using the BA leads to a pion-coupling
constant that is about 10% higher than the input value.
For the 3Po and 3 Pi Eq. (3.15) is a satisfactory parametrization, with
as only drawback that in this parametrization the 3Po and 3 P 1 do not
determine the pion-coupling constant at all. The connection of the
3
P2 with the pion-coupling constant in Eq. (3.16) is very indirect. One
cannot avoid the problem in the 3P2 by using a Coulomb-modified effective range approximation for the standard low energy combinations
of P-wave phases Ac, Δ Γ , and ALs, since Ac = 0 for Т1аь « 8 MeV,
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Figtire 3.1: 'Рг effective range function Fu (Eqa. (3.15,3.16))
vs. Tiab for the NijmegenlS potential [Nag78j.
E
В A: with the Born approximation to ita 6ff and
Coulomb penetration factor.
CDWBA: with the Coulomb distorted wave ВA to
its 6°2PE .
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and therefore the effective range function is infinite. These P-wave
phase shift combinations are defined by
Δσ

=

- (¿io + 3ÄU + 5Ä12)

ALS

=

— (-2Ä10 - З^ц + Sín)

ΔΓ

=

— (—2διο + ЗАц — 5 12 ) ,

(3.17)

where the standard notation Su is used for the s P j phase shifts. To
solve the problem with the 3 P2, one could try a pion-modified effective
range function, but since the OPE potential couples the 3 P 2 to the
3
P2 ν ί& the tensor force, one would need a coupled channels effective
range matrix [Ros61,Swa62]. Of course this gives even more accuracy
problems than in the 1 5o case, but more important is that one has
to introduce at least one parameter (scattering length) for the 'Рг
since the 'no interaction' (parameter free) effective range function is
singular. Since the difference of the ' i ^ phase shift and the εζ mixing
parameter with the OPE values is hardly to be seen below 30 MeV,
this parameter is not determined by the data.
All of the above problems are solved by the P-matrix method. A
2-parameter description appeared to be necessary. The linear ap
proximation that we use for the uncoupled P-waves
P(fc2) = eu + ¿uk2 ,

(3.18)

with J = 0,1 for the s Po, s P i , respectively, can be seen as a natural
low energy version of Eq. (3.14) if the pole is far away.
Also for the J = 2 coupled channels 3Ρ2-ε2-3Ρ2 two parameters are
sufficient, so we use

Ρ(η = ( Cl2 Y " * 2 С з 2 ) ,

(3-19)

with C32 = 4. One can see that all matrix elements, except for the
upper-diagonal one have been set to the Гіаь = 0 limit of the P-matrix
without interaction inside r = o. (Eqs. (3.3, 3.4)). This coupled ap
proximation, with no parameters for the £2 or 3 P2 corresponds almost
exactly to giving the €2 and 3P2 their OPE values.
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3. ^ г The lD2 needs only one parameter up to 30 MeV. In the analyses of
SSH [SSH70], Naisse [Nai77], and van der Sanden et al. [San83] the
approximation for the 1DÌ phase shift looks like
SEM =

¡OPE ( 1 +

Ί

. Тыь)

(g 2 0 )

For the definition of the electromagnetic phase shift SfM (phase shift
with respect to electromagnetic wave functions) see Sec. 5.2. The
analyses of SSH [SSH70] and Naisse [Nai77] take δξΡΒ to be the
OPE phase shift for uncharged particles. Analyzing potential phase
shifts, it has been shown [San86], that this neglection of Coulomb
effects leads to a prediction of the pion-coupling constant that is
about 10% too low, as can be seen in Fig. 3.2. Correcting the above
δ2ΡΕ with only the Coulomb penetration factor leads to a prediction
that is about 10% too high (Fig. 3.2). Therefore, van der Sanden
et al. [San83] calculate 6ξΡΕ using the CDWBA.
We use the natural 1-parameter approximation limit of Eq. (3.18)
P(fc2) = c 2 .

(3.21)

Counting the parameters used we arrive at: 10 P-matrix parameters
plus the P-matrix radius 6 for the lower partial waves, and the pion-coupling
constant that affects all partial waves. Of these, b does not necessarily have
to be regarded as being a parameter, since it is not well-determined by the
low energy data. As a parameter, 6 can be compared in some sense with the
parameter that effective range analyses use to ensure the good high energy
behavior of the 1So phase shift. Of these two parameters, the P-matrix
radius 6 has a more direct physical interpretation. Because the long range
interaction that we use is only adequate for not too small r, b can not be
chosen too small. From Eqs. (3.3,3.4) one can see that large values of b shift
the pole positions to lower energies. Our parametrizations do not allow for
too much structure, so b can not be chosen too large. In order to have a
realistic model, we have to add the restriction that 6 must be somewhat
larger than the range of interactions that we did not include in the potential
tail. So we want b to be larger than about 1 fm, larger than the range of
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Figure 3.2: Different approximations to the 1 Dj phase shift
of the OPE part of the Nijmegen7% potential (Eg.
(31) of Ref. [NasfIS]), divided by the 1Di phase
shift of the Nijmegen78 potential.
В A: Born approximation.
BA-PF: BA with Coulomb penetration factor.
CDWBA: Coulomb distorted wave В A.
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the two-pion-exchange. Therefore we expect to find some allowed range of
values for b.
From the property that Ρ is a decreasing function of the energy, it can
be expected that Го > 0 and du < 0. By comparing the parameters co, CU
and C2 with the free values c¿j = / + 1 , one can judge the amount of effective
short range interaction. If the short range interaction is not so attractive
that the P-matrix has poles below threshold, then one can see that an
attractive short range interaction makes the P-matrix more negative than
its free value, while a short range repulsion makes it more positive.
As a conclusion to this section, we give a quick resumé of the advantages of the P-matrix method over the previously used (modified) effective
range and potential parametrization methods. Long range interactions are
included easily. The radial Schrödinger equation has to be solved only a
few times for each energy. No computational problems arise at short distances. The phenomenology, necessary to describe accurately the short and
intermediate range interaction, is not mixed up with the known long range
interaction. The treatment of the J = 2 coupled channels is straightforward, since a coupled channels parametrization is available, that uses no
parameters for the €2 and 3 Р а . All lower partial waves are treated with the
same theoretically well-known long range effects (improved Coulomb, VP,
OPE) included, since we use the same potential outside r = 6. In Sec. 4.2,
where the treatment of the higher partial waves is explained, it is shown
that all these long range effects are also taken into account in the higher
partial waves. Therefore e.g. the pion-coupling constant is determined from
all partial waves in a natural way.
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4 The potential tail
4.1

Definition of the potential

In the lower partial waves we use for r > ò the potential tail

where VOPE is the one-pion-exchange potential and VEM is the electromagnetic potential consisting of the improved Coulomb potential νσ and the
vacuum polarization potential VVP.
The improved Coulomb potential [Aus83,Swa85] takes into account the
lowest order relativistic corrections to the static Coulomb potential and
includes contributions of all two-photon-exchange diagrams. As will be
discussed later, we may neglect in our energy range the spin-orbit and tensor
parts of this potential. We take the 'gauge'-parameter λ = 0, resulting
in [Swa85]
*с

=

аг =

Va τ Vai

(4.2)

J/Г
2Мр2

(Δ + Α 2 ) - + - ( Δ + Α2)

where Δ is the Laplacian and a' is given by
ι

2Jkr?'

,

.

with η' given by Eq. (3.8). The most important difference with the standard
static Coulomb potential is the use of a' instead of a.
The vacuum polarization potential Р , as derived by Uehling [Ueh35]
and reviewed by Durand [Dur57], can be written as
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Here m e is the electron mass and α and a' are as given above. The unprimed
α describes the coupling of a photon to the virtual e+e~ pair, the a' the
coupling to the protons.
For one-pion-exchange several potentials could be used, which differ
only at short distances, due to the choice of different form factors. Since
we only need the tail of the potential, we took the simple form

where E = л/М* + A2, m is the π 0 mass, m + is the π * mass, and /Q is the
pp7r0-coupling constant. This coupling constant is not known accurately.
From pion-nucleon scattering one knows the JViV^-coupling, but the рртг0coupling could well be different. Besides, we are here in a totally different
kinematic region. The best place to determine the pp7r0-coupling constant
is probably in pp scattering. For that reason we have fitted in this analysis
the coupling constant to the data. Since /Q is extracted only from the tail
of the interaction, where no theoretical uncertainties exist, we believe that
this is a rather model independent determination (see also Chapter 7).
We now quickly review the effects we included in our potential tail, in
order of diminishing strength.
The potential V o l of Eq. (4.2) is the dominant interaction for small scat
tering angles, especially at low energies. At Гіаь = 10 MeV, the Coulomb
potential still dominates for c m . angles below 20 degrees, which makes its
inclusion imperative. The importance of the one-pion-exchange tail can
be seen from the fact that from the data its coupling constant is deter
mined with about 10% accuracy. Therefore, if the effect would be entirely
neglected, corresponding to a zero coupling constant, no good fit to the
data could be expected. We have explicitly checked the importance of the
vacuum polarization, by completely removing it from our model. After
that, all model-parameters were refitted. The resulting mimimal χ 2 then
becomes higher by ca. 100, compared with the complete model. The vac
uum polarization is thus seen in the data with a significance of 10 standard
deviations (s.d.).
In the same way we tested the use of a' instead of a. The use of α gives
2
in our final fit to the data an increase in χ of about 20, so this effect has
a significance of 4.5 s.d.
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The term VC7 of Eq. (4.2) does not give a significantly better fit. The
magnitude of this effect is about 10 times smaller than the vacuum polarization, as can be seen for instance from the phase shifts (Chapter 5). Still
we do not want to neglect this effect, because its presence will slightly influence the energy dependence that our model can give to the phase shifts.
Especially the threshold behavior of the 1So phase shift, near TUb = 0, will
only be correct if the long range interactions are treated correctly.
Finally we mention the magnetic moment interactions. As was stated
earlier, we neglect these terms of the potential. The reason is, that these
interactions are again ca. 10 times smaller than Vc,. The magnetic moment interaction in the ^ o partial wave is a ¿-function in the origin and
is therefore included in the short range interaction, which is described by
the P-matrix. In the P-waves its phase shifts are less then 1 0 - 4 degrees.
A detailed treatment of this effect can be found in Ref. [Knu78], where its
importance is also found to be negligible.

4.2

Higher partial waves

We mentioned before, that for the partial waves with higher angular momentum, we would like to use fixed phase shifts that are produced by our
chosen potential tail. The higher partial wave phase shifts are very insensitive to the short range potential. Whether one adds to the potential tail
V(r) of Eqs. (4.1-4.5) a zero potential for r < 1.4 fm or one adds a form
factor continuation of V(r) for r < 1.4 fm, gives at 30 MeV only a differЯ
-4
8
ence of 10~3 degrees in the 6( РА), 2 x 1 0 degrees in the 6( Рз), and even
less in the other (higher) partial waves. Thus for the partial waves with
ί > 3 any reasonable choice for the short range part of the potential would
give the same result. One does not have to solve the Schrodinger equation
in the higher partial waves, as the BA or the CDWBA will get accurate
enough as ¿ increases. This is shown in Table 4.1, where we give the 3Рз,
3
F4, and 1 G4 phase shifts and the e* mixing parameter computed for the
a'/r Coulomb potential plus the VOPB with a form factor continuation in
side г = 1.4 fm (C+OPE), and the BA and CDWBA to these phase shifts
and mixing parameter.
In our fits we use for J > 3 the CDWBA, which is seen to be a more
accurate approximation to the if-matrix elements than the BA. The com-
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C+OPE
3

ΒΑ

CDWBA

-0.3424

-0.3583

-0.3463

0.0266

0.0254

0.0243

€<

-0.0775

-0.0797

-0.0774

SfGt)

0.0619

0.0637

0.0618

6( F9)
3

6{ F4)

Table 4.1: C+OPE: 3F3, V«, and ^ phase shtfte and €<
mixing parameter (in deg.) at Т\лъ = 30 Me V of
the potential νσι + V0pB (Eqs. (4.2,4.5)), with
a form factor continuation for r < 1.4 fm and
fi = 0.07965.
BA and CDWBA: Born approximation and
Coulomb-distorted wave Born approximation to
the C+OPE values.
putation of CDWBA phase shifts leads to integrals for the partial wave
if-matrix elements
Ke,t = —¡f- I

κ "Ό

dr Fetf, kr) {Vm + VVP +
-mr

,

ОРВ

) Ft{r¡, kr) .

(4.6)

орв consists of terms of the type e / r \ Integrals of these functions
between Coulomb functions can be computed accurately in a fast and ele
gant way using recursion relations [San86]. The other two potentials, VC3
and Vyp, do not couple partial waves with different angular momentum,
thus for their contribution to the Jf-matrix in (Eq. 4.6) one needs only
to consider S = I. For the contribution of Р one can use the results of
Durand [Dur57]. In our calculations we used an expansion in log(Tiab), like
Eq. (8.3) of Durand, but with more terms to extend the energy range to
lower energies. To compute the contribution of Уоа (Eq. (4.2)) we consider
first the operator Δ + fc2. From the three dimensional wave equation with
potential Vox
(Δ + к%Щг ) = М р Г С 1 (г)^(г )
(4.7)
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follows that in CDWBA the operator Δ + Λ is equivalent with MPV01 =
Mpo'/r. Therefore the contribution of the potential Уоа in Eq. (4.6) cam be
written as (suppressing some arguments)
J
•Ό

dTFtVCiFt = -^-

атЦ.

Mp "Ό

(4.8)

г*

In CDWBA the potential V0i is therefore equivalent with V¿a = — αοί¡Мртг.
The Schrödinger equation with the potential V0, + V^ can be solved exactly, because V^, can be absorbed in the centrifugal barrier. The solution
is a regular Coulomb function Fe with V » t — cud Ц2І + 1) up to leading
order in a. The phase shift pi of V^2 can be obtained from the asymptotic
behavior of the regular Coulomb function
W,kr)

-„ sin (kr - у + at - η'ìn{2kr)\ ,

(4.9)

where
ai = arg(r(/ + l + iV)) ·

(4.10)

Then one finds that in very good approximation

(4.11)
7

with Coi ?')

ω

given by Eq. (3.8).
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5 Phase shifts and amplitudes
5.1

Basic definitions

For the lower partial waves, the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 3.1) enables
us to compute from the P-matrix the asymptotic (r —• oo) behavior of
the radial wave function. In order to define phase shifts for an interaction
which contains the Coulomb force, one has to match the wave function
asymptotically to Coulomb functions

x(r) ,-„ ед, bOd + ед, kr)c2,

(5.1)

where F¿ and Gt are the regular and irregular Coulomb functions as defined
in Ref. [Abr70] and η' is as defined in Eq. (3.8). In the nucleon-nucleon
interaction the spin-triplet states with J = Í ± 1 are coupled. In that case
Eq. (5.1) becomes a matrix equation. The 2 x 2-matrix χ consists then of
columns which are independent two-component solutions, and Ft and G¿
become diagonal matrices. The coefficient(-matrices) Οχ and Cj of Eq. (5.1)
contain all necessary information about the partial wave. In terms of Ci
and Ci, the if-matrix and 5-matrix are defined as

, = i±jg.

(S„

S

For an uncoupled channel the phase shift δ is defined by tan δ = К, от S =
e2,s. In the case of 2 coupled channels we use the 'bar' phase shifts [SYM57],
defined by
c-(

e i S l

V

е а

\(cos2ej

1 8Іп2

" /V '

^

ÍBm2ej\(ei^
cos2e

' )v

e,ffa

\

/'

.

.

This is possible because the 5-matrix is unitary and symmetric. The phase
shifts ¿i and ¿a are usually denoted as Ä/j, so Äj-i.j and 6j+iij respectively.
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For the uncoupled channels one uses 6¿ to denote the spin-singlet phase
shift and 6u for the uncoupled triplet, which has 1 = J.
Because we deal with identical particles the amplitude, or M-matrix, in
the spin space of both particles must be symmetrized. This results in
(s,m'|M(*,¿)|5,m>

= (W|Mc(0)|s,m>+2

£

χ

Υ^η,(θ,φ)

ê+t even
X

U

m - m ' m» m *

e

^

x e^CtHy/AwiU+l),

X

(5.4)

where C^ ( т. м iB л Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and Υ^(θ,φ) is a spherical
harmonic. The <r/ are the Coulomb phase shifts, defined up to an unimpor
tant, ί independent constant (see Ref. [Tay74,Tay75]) by Eq. (4.10).
The symmetrized Coulomb M-matrix for proton-proton is
<6,m' | Μσ(θ) \в,т) = ¿m'm [fc(0) + ( - I ) V C ( T - θ)} ,

(5.5)

where
/c(9) =

sj^ff* •

( 5

·

β )

All scattering observables can be expressed [Mac60,Hos68] in terms of the
M-matrix.

5.2

Different types of phase shifts

The kind of phase shifts defined above are, unfortunately enough, not the
only ones in use. To compare our results with other publications, we have
to introduce some other kinds as well. A phase shift, as the word says, is a
shift of one wave function with respect to another. For the kind of phase
shift of Sec. 5.1 these are the physical wave function χ and the Coulomb
wave function Ft, respectively. Since each choice for the interaction leads
to a particular regular wave function, we can define phase shifts of different
interactions (or potentials) with respect to each other. For the moment we
disregard coupled channels and suppress the indices ί and J .
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We denote by δψ the phase shift of the solution with potential W with
respect to the solution with V as the interaction. We apply this to the case
where we have a potential consisting of a Coulomb potential V0 = ct'/r,
some additional electromagnetic corrections VBMO, and the nuclear part VN.
The phase shifts as defined in Sec. 5.1, which were denoted аз 6, can now be
fully denoted as f>%+EMC+N.
We keep the short notation as an alternative.
We now use
rC
"C+EMC+N

_ cC+EMC
— 0C+EMC+N

, eC
' 0C+EMC

·

ι с m\
K0·')

The ¿C+IMC+W a r e a ^ s o denoted as 6EM.
They are called phase shifts
with respect to electromagnetic wave functions, or nuclear-electromagnetic
phase shifts. The first name expresses that they can also be defined using
Eqs. (5.1,5.2,5.3) with F¿ and Gi replaced by a regular and irregular solution
for the potential Vc + VBMC,.
The phase shifts δΕΜ axe useful because, as we will show later, they can
speed up the summation involved in Eq. (5.4). One more reason to define
them is their appearance in effective range functions to extend the region of
convergence of the effective range series. A difficulty is that the definition
of the 6EM depends on the choice of the potential VBMC. If the correction
вма only consists of the vacuum polarization potential VVpt it gives the
so-called nuclear-electric phase shifts, denoted by a superscript 'i?'. They
satisfy
St = 6f + η ,
(5.8)
where T¿ is the vacuum polarization phase shift. Often more effects are
included in в м о . For instance SSH [SSH70] included magnetic moment
interactions and finite size effects. However, they still denoted their nuclearelectromagnetic phase shifts with a superscript 'E'. They also used an ef
fective range formula that was meant to be used with phase shifts δΕ. In our
analysis we neglect magnetic moment interactions, as explained in Sec. 4.1.
We also do not include finite size effects, since the entire short range interac
tion is parametrized. Our V BMO consists of VVP and V0, (Eqs. (4.1,4.2,4.4)),
which leads to
St = SfM + Tt + pt.
(5.9)
Here we used the fact that the potentials VVp and Vai are weak, so their
phase shifts r* and pt can simply be added to get the phase shift of в м о .
We employ the same mechanism for partial waves with coupled channels.
We therefore have to translate the addition rule (Eq. (5.8)) for phase shifts
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into a multiplication rule for 5-matrices. For this we use
Sc+EMC+N = \&С+ЕМс)

Sc+EMC+N.\Sc+EMc)

·

(5.10)

The two matrices -^с+ямс+лг a n < i ^C+EMC c a n ^ e defined by Eqs. (5.1, 5.2)
and are symmetric and unitary. Eq. (5.10) defines ¿>с+імс+м» a l s o denoted
as SEM and called the nuclear-electromagnetic 5-matrix. By construction it
is also unitary and symmetric. We need here the square root of a symmetric
5-matrix, which is related to a real and symmetric if-matrix. One can
explicitly define
sV^il + K^il-iK)-1

,

(5.11)

where the first factor, the square root of a positive definite matrix, is
uniquely defined.
The nuclear-electromagnetic 5-matrix can also be defined by matching
the wave function to 'electromagnetic wave functions'. This means that
one can apply Eqs. (5.1-5.2), with the matrix solutions F and G replaced
by F and G, a regular and irregular solution for the potential V0 + ^м,,.
F and G can be defined very concisely by demanding them to be real and
to satisfy
,-„

F-iG

(F - iG) ( 5 g + E M C ) 1 / 2 .

(5.12)

EM

Since S
is symmetric and unitary we apply Eq. (5.3) to decompose it
into nuclear-electromagnetic phase shifts.
We now look at the case of our model, where VBMC is spin independent,
so SQ
is diagonal. Eq. (5.10) then implies for the phase shifts
+EMC

tu

= bu

ej

=

+ \äc+EMc)t = àfj* + Tí + pt

(5.13)
(5.14)

ε™.

Here the 6и and ej are found decomposing SC+EMC+N* ^ 6 total 5-matrix
which was termed 5 above. Since Eq. (5.10) is also valid for uncoupled
channels, we can substitute it for the 5-matrix in Eq. (5.4). This equation
can then be rewritten as
M = Mc + MEMC + MNUc

,

(5.15)

where
<s,m' | МЕМс{

) | s,m) = 6m,m

[/ЕМС{

)

+ ( - 1 ) θ Г Е М С ^ - θ)] , (5.16)
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with
= Σ S"1

fEMcW

£

Ti

(2¿ + l)Pi{9) ,

(5.17)

and

t+t even
x¿í-í'

¿(σ.,+τ.,+Ρ.Λ (^.

хС10Ц^4п(2е

Д

S M

IJ
2ik

1

I ¿>3)c.fg/+r/+/./i

χ

(5.18)

+ 1).

In a phase shift analysis, the splitting of Eq. (5.15) is useful. The reason
is that the first two terms are fixed and only have to be computed once.
Only the summation of Eq. (5.18) for the nuclear part of the amplitude
has to be repeated many times in the fitting process, and this summation
converges much more rapidly than Eq. (5.4), because the nuclear interaction
is of much shorter range than the electromagnetic forces. In our energy
range it is sufficient to use only terms up to J = 10. The slowly converging
part, which is still present in Eq. (5.17), needs several hundreds of terms.
Finally we mention another type of phase shift that is frequently used.
It is denoted by 6C and can be defined, using our full notation, as δσ =
{6%+N)t· Within a potential model these phase shifs can be obtained by
removing the (very long range) V BMO from the model, so they are much
easier to compute. Another advantage is that an effective range formula for
6C is much simpler than those for other types. Unfortunately, the definition
of 6° is model dependent. The difference between the ordinary δ and Sc
can be given in distorted wave Born approximation
бе - ¿f = {6$+EMC+N)t

M
f00
- (¿с+лг)* « —jf- Jo dr Xi(r)V, M O (r)x £ (r) ,

(5.19)
where χι is the wave function for the potential V0 + VN. The case where
VEMo contains only the vacuum polarization potential was first treated by
Foldy et al. [Fol55]. In that case the phase shift difference in Eq. (5.19) is
termed the Foldy correction
Δ« = №+vP+N)e

- {Sc+sh "—Γ

Μ

J

f00 dT

х\ІТ) уР (r) .

(5.20)
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In our case νΒΜσ also contains V0i of the improved Coulomb potential
(Eq. (4.2)). Therefore we define ал improved Coulomb Foldy correction Δ^
by
Zt = {1§+vP+M)i
~

- Wg+w)i « - χ /

0

* Xi(r)(Vvr(r)

+ Vm{r))xt(r)
..

.

.
(5

-

21)

At and At are in principle model dependent quantities, depending on
the nuclear interaction, via the wave function X/(r). For the higher par
tial waves, that are at low energies only weakly affected by the nuclear
interaction, one can approximate Xi(r) by the regular Coulomb function.
In practice this suffices for all partial waves except the 1 5o. For £ > 1,
Eq. (5.19) therefore reduces to the CDWBA for the phase shifts ¿C+EMC
and we have
Δ* = η
£> 1
(5.22)
At = Tt + pi
£> 1
Hence the phase shifts of type 6° for £ > 1 are practically equal to the
nuclear-electromagnetic phase shifts δΕΜ of Eq. (5.9). This also applies to
the coupled channels case (Eq. (5.14)).
Only for the 1SO one has to do better, the correct χ* has to be used
in Eq. (5.19). Noyes and Lipinski [Noy7l] give Δο for three (simple) po
tential models. We have computed Δο up to 30 Mev for two modern NN
potentials: the Nijmegen (N78) [Nag78] and the Paris (P80) [LacSO] poten
tial. The values never differ more than 1 0 - 3 degrees between these models,
except for model (c) of Ref. [Noy71], which consists of OPE plus a purely
attractive Bargmann potential. Since this is smaller than the accuracy with
which the 1 5o phase shift is determined at any energy (Sec. 7.3), we believe
that these corrections are sufficiently model independent for a wide range
of nuclear interaction models. If one wants to treat the electromagnetic
interaction better, the next step in improvement would be taking into ac
count the spatial extension of the charges [Der87a]. This would give rise to
a further improved Foldy correction.
The values obtained with the Nijmegen (N78) [Nag78] potential for Δο
and Δο are given in Table 7.2. There one also finds the vacuum polarization
phase shift r* and the phase shift pi of VC3. With these quantities any other
type of phase shift can be translated to a standard phase shift 6¿ as defined

in Sec. 5.1.
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We believe that the results of an analysis should preferably be given as
phase shifts of this latter type, ¿¿ or (¿с+£мс+лг)<> because they are most
directly related to the asymptotic wave function. The definition of the
other types is model dependent. Only the δΕ of Eq. (5.9) could in principle
be used, but the symbol δΕ has also been used to denote other kinds of
phcise shifts [SSH70,San83]. Therefore we always use the δι type to give
our results.
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6 Data analysis
6.1

Statistics

The statistical ingredients that are necessary to perform a phase shift anal
ysis, have been discussed in detail in the thesis of Bergervoet [Ber87e]. The
theoretical background can be found in Refs. [Dra81,Yos85]. In this sec
tion we only list a few definitions, necessary to understand the remarks on
statistics in this thesis.
When one adjusts a set of parameters in order to have a good agree
ment between model values (M) and experimental d a t a ( ^ ) , one must use a
criterion to measure the difference between experimental and model values.
For this we use the least-squares (or χ 2 ) criterion. The function which is
minimized by adjusting the model parameters pa is χ 2 ( ρ )

x'trt = Σ AW) = Σ ^ Σ К ^ И - ^ у + (¡iziy ,
Α

Α

VA

i=\

E

\

A.i

)

\

ZAfl

)

(6.1)
where A labels the groups of data, that have a common normalization
datum 1 ± ε^ρThe error matrix E for the parameters is related to the second derivative
of χ 2 , evaluated at χ „ ; η , the minimum of χ 2 with respect to all parameters
{Ь

)

α β

-

-

2

dpadpß

(6.2)
P=Pmm

The one standard deviation (s.d.) error for parameter pa is determined
from the error matrix E as (Eaa)1^.
The experimental data should be of a statistical nature and should be
distributed around the true values according to a Gaussian probability distribution function. Then one can assign a probability distribution function
to Xmin

P(xL·) = PNJXL·)
39

.

(6-3)
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where iVdf is the number of degrees of freedom in the fit, i.e. the number of
data minus the number of parameters, and
K)

г (f) г-/2

v

;

is the χ 2 distribution for ι/ degrees of freedom. It has expectation value t/
and variance 2іл This leads for x^ i n to the expectation value

(xLn) = Ndi ± У г л ^ .

(6.5)

One often defines the χ2 per degree of freedom, x2/iVdf or M-value, for
which one expects
(χ2¡Nd{)

= l±^/2/Ñ¿.

(6.6)

Systematical errors in the data lead to different expectations for χ 2 .
Therefore rejection criteria can be based on the above expectations. Here
we just list our rejection criteria:
1. Any measurement E^j with χ ^ ,· > 9 is rejected as an outlier. This
corresponds to the 3σ criterium, since a χ\,- of 9 means a misfit of 3
times the experimental error.
2. We leave out groups of data of which the single-group (s.g.) fit dis
agrees too much with the multi-energy (т.е.) fit. We use an analogy
of the 3σ criterium. In the case of a 1 parameter s.g. fit χ\ is not
allowed to drop by more than 9 below χ^ of this group in the т . е .
fit. For an η parameter s.g. fit, this is generalized to a maximum χ\
drop by х^ в „(п) of Table 6.1.
3. A group is rejected if its χ^ is less than X2oW(-^df) (Table 6.1) in a
s.g. fit with Ndt degrees of freedom. A group is also rejected, if its
т . е . Хд is already too low. We do not use this criterium if N¿( < 3,
because then a small χ\ is no longer highly improbable.
4. Finally we leave out a group if its χ\ in the т . е . fit is too large.
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1

2

3

4

5

7

10

15

20

25

30

XhighN

9.0

11.8

14.2

16.3

18.2

22.

27.

35.

42.

49.

56.

xLW

—

—

—

0.15

0.31

0.81

1.8

4.1

6.8

9.8

13.

N

Table 6.1: Values of χ2 used in the rejection criteria (see text).

6.2

The data

The latest 0-30 MeV pp analysis [Nai76,Nai77] incorporated 253 measure
ments. Since then a lot of new data have been published. An analy
sis of all 0-3 MeV data has been performed recently by van der Sanden
et al. [San83]. At these very low energies only differential cross section
data are available. Earlier analyses had only available the 5 Los Alamos64
data [Bro64] around the interference minimum, measured by Brolley et al.,
and the 51 Wisconsin66 1-3 MeV data [Кпебб] of Knecht et al. The 9
Basel73 data [Was73,Bir77] below 2 MeV have not been included in the
earlier analyses. It has been known for a long time that the Wisconsin66 data have errors with a large systematic component (see also van der
Sanden et al. [San83] or SSH [SSH70].) In SSH [SSH70] a normalization
error can be found which incorporates systematic errors that are constant
with angle. However, a large systematic component remains, as the bulk of
the systematic errors were angle dependent. Therefore the publication of
the 174 Zürich78 differential cross section data below 1 MeV by Thomann
et al. [Tho78] meant a tremendous addition to the very low energy data.
At about 5 and 10 MeV Barker et al. recently reported the 26 Wisconsin82 high precision analyzing power (polarization) data [ВагвгаЗагвгЬ].
Bittner et al. [Bit79] published 6 Erlangen82 analyzing power data at about
6 MeV. An ErlangenSO measurement of the spin correlation parameter Avv
(CJVJV) at about 10 MeV was published by Obermeyer et al. [ObeSO]. An
other addition to the data is formed by the 13 Los Alamos76 cross sections
around 20 MeV measured by Jarmie et al. [Jar76].
Most of the low energy data are differential cross section data. Such
data primarily determine the 1So phase shift and the central combination
of P-wave phase shifts Ac- The importance of polarization measurements
lies in the fact that they allow a determination of the tensor and spin-orbit
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combinations of P-wave phase shifts Δ Γ and ALS·
Therefore especially
the Wisconsin82 [Bar82a,Bar82b] data, that are much more precise than
the older Wisconsin75 [Hut75] data, mean an important addition to the
low energy data. The above-mentioned P-wave combinations are defined
in Eq. (3.17).
Our initial set of data consisted of all pp scattering measurements for
TJab ~ 30 MeV published in a regular physics journal after approximately
1955 (because of the relative precision of the newer measurements). A
detailed list of the major part of the data can be found in the NucleonNucleon Scattering Data Tables of Bystricky and Lehar [Bys78,Bys8l].
Unfortunately enough, there exist a lot of data that have not been pub
lished or that have only been reported in conference proceedings [Heg76,
Heg77,Lov75,Lov76,Arv70].
We believe it is a good policy to omit un
published data in an analysis, although we realize that a lot of effort has
been made to take these measurements and that perhaps nothing is wrong
with these data, except that they lack the detailed scrutiny they would
have had when prepared for a formal publication. These unpublished data
are: 117 Minnesota77 differential cross section measurements of Hegland
et al. [Heg76,Heg77] from 6 to 20 MeV, 9 Los Alamos76 analyzing power
data at 16 MeV of Lovoi et al. [Lov75,Lov76] and, somewhat less recent,
8 Grenoble70 polarizations at 30 MeV of Arvieux et al. [Arv70]. The new
Erlangen86 analyzing power data at 12 MeV of Kretschmer et al. [Kre86]
had only appeared in a conference proceeding before this analysis was fin
ished and are therefore not included. We find that there is friction between
these data [Kre86] and the Wisconsin82 [Bar82a,Bar82b] data.
Had we included the unpublished data, our results surely would have
changed. Apart from the fact that with the Los Alamos76 analyzing power
data one can give single-energy (s.e.) phase shifts at 16 MeV, the most
important change in our results would arise from the inclusion of the Minnesota77 άσ/άίΐ data. Of these, the group at 13.6 MeV would not have
survived our rejection criteria, but the remaining 100 data are almost as
restrictive to the phase shifts as the 124 da/dU measurements we have in
our final data set (see below) between 5 and 20 MeV. Therefore in the dis
cussion of the results (Sec. 7.1) we will describe the changes in the results,
that would arise from inclusion of the Minnesota77 and Los Alamos76 data.
A list of all groups of published data is given in the Data Reference Ta
ble, Table 6.2, see at the end of this section. As the 0-3 MeV data have been
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analyzed recently by van der Sanden et al. [San83], we accept of his results
the rejection of the Basel73 [WasTS.BirTT] and the Wisconsin66 [Кпебб]
data.
As a first step, the values of our 10 P-matrix parameters for the lower
partial waves (Eqs. (3.14,3.18,3.19,3.21)) are adjusted to this initial set of
data (fitl), where we keep the remaining parameters of the model fixed at
the reasonable values: /J = 0.07965 and b — 1.8 fm.
The 16 old Berkeley67 polarization data [Slo67] between 10 and 20 MeV,
the 17 Berkeley68 differential cross sections [SI068] at 9.918 MeV, 3 differ
ential cross section data points from different groups [Bro64,Bat64,Jar70b],
and 1 normalization datum [Jar70b] appear to be inconsistent (criteria 4
and 1 of Sec. 6.1) with fitl and are therefore rejected. None of these rejec
tions is surprising, compared with other analyses, except perhaps the rejec
tion of the normalization datum of the Los Alamos70 [Jar70b] differential
cross sections at 9.69 MeV. The Los Alamos70 cross sections [Jar70b] at 9.69
and 9.918 MeV are the reanalyzed data of an earlier publication [Jar70a].
The reanalysis of the data was done, since the phase shift analysis of Holdeman et al. [Hol70] showed discrepancies in the data around 10 MeV. The
reanalyzed data [Jar70a] are about 2% larger than the original. For the
9.918 MeV data this new normalization is in accordance with our results.
For the 9.69 MeV data we found a norm of 0.9826, so about 2% less.
Naisse [Nai77] finds about the same normalization, but he enlarges the
normalization error artificially, since in his analysis [Nai77] the 9.69 MeV
data of Los Alamos70 [Jar70b] and Minnesota59a [Joh59a] are treated as
one group with a common normalization datum.
In the second step, the 10 P-matrix parameters are tuned (fit2) to fit
the remaining (».e. initial minus rejected) data. Since fit2 already results
in X2/N¿f < 1, we accept fit2 as having determined the phase shifts well
enough to serve in the s.g. analyses. In these s.g. analyses, we adjust
the 'important' phase shifts to fit one group of data. The 'important'
phase shifts are the ones that are best determined by the specific type of
experiment. For differential cross sections we fit ¿( 1 5o) and Д с for other
types of observables we fit Δ Γ and Δ£,5, if possible. All other phase shifts
are preserved at the fit2-values. For groups consisting of data at different
energies, we want to vary at these energies an 'important' phase shift with
only one parameter. Therefore we fit a constant to be added to the energy
dependent P-matrix of fit2. For low energies this procedure is better than
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fitting a constant to be added to the phase shift, since it ensures the proper
threshold behavior.
These s.g. analyses result in the χ 2 values and values and errors for
the 'important' phase shifts in the columns labeled 'x'g.' and 's.g. phases'
of the Data Reference Table. The s.g. phases of some groups deviate too
much (criterion 2) from the fit2 values and are therefore rejected. These
are the 2 groups of Berkeley68 differential cross sections [SI068] (17 data at
6.141 MeV and 16 data at 8.097 MeV). Some groups have an improbably
low value of χ 2 (criterion 3) in fit2 or in the s.g. fit and are therefore rejected.
These are 2 groups of polarizations [Bit79,Cat68] (in total 14 data) and 2
groups of differential cross sections [Kik60,Jeo60] (in total 40 data). Except
for the Erlangen79 polarizations at 6.141 MeV [Bit79], the low χ 2 of these
groups of data has been known already from earlier analyses.
From the s.g. fits one can judge the importance of groups of data in
the determination of the phase shifts. In Sec. 7.3, that deals with the s.e.
results, some remarks are made about specific groups of data in our final
data set.
After these rejections, we have arrived at our final set of data, compris
ing 360 observables in 30 groups, of which 5 have a free norm. We believe
that it contains no data contradicting each other too much and no data of
which the errors can be seen to contain a too large systematic component.
As a third step, the final т . е . fit and all s.e. fits can be done with this
final set of data. Also the s.g. fits for the remaining groups have to be
redone, but the difference with the previous s.g. fits is very small. The
results of these fits are discussed in Chapter 7.

Table 6.2: Data Reference Table.
т.е. = multi-energy; s.g. = single-group.
All phase shifts tabulated are with respect to
Coulomb functions in deg. (from the 'bar' decom
position of the total S-matrix).

Тщ,
(MeV)

Institute,
Reference

.33766,...
.40517
.35003,...
.42003
.35009

Los А1атоз64
(Вго64)
Zürich78
[Tho78|
Zürich78
[Tho78|
Zurich78
|Tho78]
Zürich78
[Tho78|
Zûrich78
[Tho78|
Basel73
[Wa373,Bir77j
Zürich78
[Tho78|
Zûrich78
[Tho78|
Basel73
[Was73,Bir77l
Wisconsin66
[Kne66|
Вазе173
[W!i373,Bir77]
Kyoto75
[Ima75|
WbconBÌn82
[Ваг82а,Вагв2Ь]

.40004
.42006
.49923
.49925
.74996
.99183
.9919
1.397,...
3.037
1.8806
4.978
5.05

No.,
Type of
data 0
5σ

% norm deleted
error
data

predicted
norm

Y1
Am·

e.g.
phases

т.е.
phases

comm.

'So = 14.5127±.00β8
at .38254 MeV
'So = 14.5100i.0033
at .38254 MeV
'So = 13.190 ± .027

14.5096

d

14.5096

с

'So = 15.26 ± .14

15.20

oo

0.37283
MeV

1.0162

3.79

3.52

36σ

oo

-

0.997Θ

38.79

38.76

17σ

0.16

*

0.9993

25.18

25.06

3σ

0.21

"

1.0009

1.05

0.88

22σ

0.16

~

0.9993

38.06

37.88

'So = 15.987 ± .025

15.976

c.e

39cr

0.16

*

0.9990

31.78

28.18

'So = 18.891β±.00θ0
Ac = -.0600 ± .0039

18.8979
-.0558

с

3σ

0.03

all

2θσ

0.16

"

0.9988

16.14

14.04

31σ

0.16

"

0.9989

25.45

22.12

'So
Ac
'So
Ac

26.684
-.0558
32.418
-.0561

3σ

0.03

all

1.0038

19.71

13.27

1.0012

5.84

4.45

=
=
=
=

26.Θ91 ± .011
-.0619 ± .0042
32.443 ± .014
-.0580 ± .0040

13.199

all

Βίσ
3σ

0.03

17σ

0.4

IIP

1.0

all
•

•

'So = 54.49 ± .11
Ac = -.020 ± .016
Δ Γ = -.426 ± .017
ALS = .056 ± .015

54.69
-.053
-.415
.073

ε,β

31*

Institute,

No.,

% norm

(MeV)

Reference

Type of
data»

error

6.141

Erlangen79
(Bit 79]
Berkeley68
[Slo68|
Kyoto76
[Ima75|
Kyoto75
[Iraa75|
Berkeley68
[Slo68)
ErlangenSO
[ObeSO]
Вегкеіеуб?
[Slo67]
Minnesota59a
[Joh59a|
Los АІагаозТО
[Jar70b,Jar70a|
WÌ3consin82
[Ваг82а,Ваг82Ь|
Berkeley68
[Slo68]
Los А1атоз70
[Jar70b,Jar70a]
\ исопэш75
[Hat75]
Saclay67
[Cat67|

6.141
6.968
8.03
8.097
9.57
9.6,...
19.7
9.69
9.69
9.85
9.918
9.918
10.0
11.4,...
26.5

deleted

predicted

data

norm

XL

χΐ.

e.g.

т.е.

phases

phases

comm.

Р

0.0

all

h

17σ

0.4

all

У

17σ

0.4

*

1.0062

18.49

12.80

17<τ

0.4

-

1.0061

14.31

9.03

Ιθσ

Δ σ = .016 ± .015

all

1.

0.

0.0

~

16Р

0.0

all

26σ

0.73

"

0.9857

15.69

11.00

5σ

oo

norm.

0.9826

3.53

0.41

15Ρ

1.0

-

0.9980

12.99

12.75

17σ

0.4

all

ΙΟσ

0.37

20.05°

0.9956

7Ρ

0.0

•

1.

oo

-

55.54
-.027
55.53
-.005

ij

1Л„

4Λ«
4Α„

»Jo = 55.33 ± .11
Δ σ = - . 0 0 4 ± .015
'Jo = 55.31 ± .12

0.20

Δ Γ = -.82 ± .25

-.91
8

'So = 55.51 ± .20
Ac = -.017 ± .030
'So = 55.6 ± 3.0
Δσ = -.045 ± .070
Δ Γ = -.9352 ± .0090
A L s = -212 ± .016

55.21
.039
65.21
.039
-.9335
.205

k,l

d

i,d

1.0022

15.26

6.39

9.56

5.41

3.04

0.71

'So = 55.24 ± .15
A c = -.046 ± .034
Δ Γ = -.862 ± .049
Als = .31 ± .10
Δι- = -1.917 ± .044
ALS = 0.49 ± .13
at 19.15 MeV

55.14
.046
-.950
.21
-1.832
.54

о
ι

со

о

d

<

fcr
m

e
Ol

fcr

а

Гиь
(MeV)

Institute,
Reference

13.6

Los А1атоз70Ь
|Jar70b|
ТокуобО
[Kik60|
PrincetonSO
[BlaS9|
Prmceton54
[Ynt54|
Los Alamos76
[Jar76)
Saclayés
[Cat68|
Rutherford64
|Bat64|
Minnesota60
[Jeo60|
Saclay70
[Gar70]
Los Аіатозв?
[Jar67|
HarwelleS
[СЬгбЗ)
RutherfordeS
[АзЬ65]
Minnesota59b
(Joh59b]
RutherfordeS
[Bat63|

14.16
16.2
18.28
19.7
20.2
21.95,...
30.33
25.63
26.5
27.05
27.4
27.6
28.16
30.0

No.,
Type of
data 3
11σ

т.е.
phases

% norm deleted
error
data

predicted
norm1'

0.33

-

1.0014

17σ

0.0

all

IP

0.0

-

1.

0.68

0.

ALs = 2.8 ± 1.5

βσ

1.5

-

0.9880

5.20

3.49

13σ

0.37

-

0.995Θ

9.20

6.21

'50
Ac
'50
Ac

8Ρ

12.0

all

2σ

0.36

1.0012

0.93

21.95
MeV
all

oo

*

1.0195

0.03

0.

AT = -2.44 ± .16

-2.45

23σ

s-g.
phases

A««

13.78

13.38

"50 = 53.70 ± .13
Ac = .151 ± .042

comm.

<Λ

ко

53.79
.183

(V)

О)

k.h

=
=
=
=

52.21 ± .64
.71 ± .29
51.23 ± .13
.482 ± .025

.4
51.73
.42
51.09
.498

к
к
h

0.29

0.12

"50 = 48.27 ± .17
at 25.62 MeV

48.51

«M
k.h

1Λ„
1Α„
1Α„

0.0

1.

0.29

0.

AT = -2.77 ± .46

-2.49

IP

0.0

1.

0.14

0.

Δ Γ = -2.3 ± 1.2

-2.5

η,ο

ЗД
ЗА
1σ

3.0

1.0257

0.0

1.

0.22

0.

= -1.84 ± .24
= .65 ± .26
'50 = 46.96 ± .60

-2.63
.85
47.45

k,n

IP

4.0

1.0063

4.17

0.

ALS

10.53

Θ.64

ΔΓ

ALS

= -·43 ± .64

.92

η

η

a*

У
ta
et(a
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Comments to Table 6.2:

Unless all data are deleted, the number of data does not include
deleted data. Experimentally determined normalizations are also not
counted.
Predicted norm: i/^1 arrived at in the т . е . fit, with which the ex
perimental values should be multiplied before comparison with the
theoretical values (Eq. (6.1)).
2 extra angle dependent normalizations included (Ref. [Tho78], page
464).
Individual data points rejected as χ 2 > 9. Whole group of data
rejected as χ2 > /?Хыкь ( s e e rejection criteria).
Relatively unrestrictive to the 1SO phase shift.
Rejected as a result of the analysis of van der Sanden et al. [San83]
of the 0-3 MeV data.
Old polarization data. Ρ as determined by all data is much smaller
than these groups values and errors.
Group rejected as χ 2 < x 2 0W (see rejection criteria).
We used the BGS-data [SI068].
Δ χ 2 between т . е . fit and s.g. fit too large, arising from a deviation
of Δ σ .
Probable errors changed to standard errors (σ « 1.48 p.e.).
One datum (then at 9.68 MeV) was published in Ref. [Joh59b].
In the s.e. analysis this group was split. The 11.4 MeV data then
were taken with the free norm, the other data with a fixed norm.
Belongs to a group of data with points for Т1аь > 30 MeV.
Datum as renormalized by Jarvis and Rose [Jar65].

7
7.1

Results
Multi-energy results

Having defined our final set of data (Sec. 6.2), we fit the 10 P-matrix
parameters for the lower partial waves (Sec. 3.2) and the pion-coupling
constant for various values of the P-matrix radius 6. For b between 1.1 fm
and 1.7 fm we achieve a fit in which χ 2 deviates no more than 1 from the
minimum. This rather weak dependence, with an optimum for a reasonable
value of b, is satisfying. It is clear that a totally correct potential tail would
have allowed smaller values for the P-matrix matching radius. Therefore
one can see here that for r á 1 fm nuclear forces other than OPE are present.
As explained in Sec. 3.2, larger values of b shift the pole positions of the
P-matrix to lower energies. Since our parametrizations allow for a limited
structure, the upper limit on b can be understood. We choose to give our
results for b = 1.4 fm, which is approximately the best value. We reached
χ 2 = 343.2 for 343 degrees of freedom, or χ 2 / ^ = 1.00. Theoretically one
expects х 2 / ^ а г = 1, with an error yj2/Nd{ — 0.076. The χ 2 distribution
over the individual points agrees very well with the expected statistical
distribution, as is shown in the thesis of Bergervoet [Ber87e].
The values and errors for the parameters in the multi-energy fit can be
found in Table 7.1. The errors are square roots of the diagonal elements of
the 11 x 11 error matrix.
The not very strong result for the pp7r0-coupling constant /Q = (80.2 ±
6.6) χ 1 0 - 3 is in agreement with other determinations [Dum83]. The higher
partial waves ( J > 3) give almost no restriction on the pion-coupling con
stant. Of the lower partial waves, the 1So gives as much information on
/ 2 as the other partial waves. That the 3 P2 P-matrix parameters are de
termined more precisely than the P-matrix parameters for the 3 Po and
3
P i stems from the fact that OPE produces only a small part of the 3 P2
phase shift. Some remarks have to be made with respect to the results in
49
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partial wave

parameter fitted value

3

ΙΟ x β
'So

Co

ro
κ
ο

1
2
5.0

1.70 ±0.48
-0.25 ±0.86

2
-0.39

dn

1.355±0.030
-0.20 ±0.16

2
-0.39

Ci

1.01 ±0.31

3

Сю
dio

3

Pi

Cil

^

0.230І0.013
1.58 ±0.86
3.3 ±1.5

2
-0.4

Po

JVe2-3F2

80.2 ±6.6

3.39 ±0.77
-2.9 ±1.5

3

dn
3

'free' value

Cl2

Table 7.1: Values and errors (for b = 1.4 f m) for the paran
eters. For the definition of the partial wave pa
rameters, see See. 3.2. For comparison, the cor
responding values for the free P-matrix are also
given. All values are in appropriate powers of fm.
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Table 7.1, since the P-matrix parameters are of course model dependent.
First of all, it should be noted, that the values and errors of Table 7.1 are
evaluated for a fixed b. For other values of 6, the P-matrix parameters to
describe the same phase shifts will be different. The changes in the results
that would have occurred if we had included the important unpublished
data, are discussed below. Another remark that could be made, is that
perhaps very different P-matrix parameters would have resulted, if we had
chosen a different external potential (e.g. including higher mass mesons).
To judge the model dependence due to the potential tail, we added to our
potential tail the Nijmegen one-boson-exchange potential (N78) [Nag78] for
r > 1.4 fm, except for its ΟΡΕ-part. With this different (better) potential
tail, an equally good fit to the data is achieved. χ ^ ί η is even slightly worse,
it rises by 0.23. The phase shifts remain essentially unchanged (compared
with the accuracy with which they are determined). Satisfying is that even
the pion-coupling constant arrived at in this way, /Q = (78.5 ± 7.2) χ I O - 3 ,
does not deviate much from the value found in the т . е . fit. The resulting
P-matrix parameters, especially for the 1 5ο and 3 P2, are quite different,
from which one can see that they must be regarded as model dependent
quantities.
Table 7.2 presents in sufficient detail the т . е . phase shifts and mixing
parameters of the 'bar' decomposition of the total S-matrix (Chapter 5).
Linear interpolation in Т1аь of the phase shifts reproduces the т . е . phase
shifts at every energy with an error less than the neighboring s.e. error bar,
except for S(lSo) at very low energies. The accuracy of linear interpolation
of the 1 5o phase shift from the table below 2 MeV is only about 1 0 - 2 deg.
For ¿(1<SO) it is much better of course to interpolate the correct effective
range function Р Е М ( ^ ) ( s e e Sec. 7.2), since the effective range function is
developed to give a smooth parametrization for the very non-smooth 1 5o
phase shift. But the interpolation of FEM {к2) requires the use of nontrivial
functions. A very accurate and simple way to reproduce our т . е . 1 5o phase
shift at all energies is to interpolate linearly in Т^ь (or A;2) the function
2

F = ClWkcotiêo-Ao) + 2Ь//і(7/) ,

(7.1)

with the 1So phase shift ¿>o and the improved Coulomb Foldy correction
Δο (Sec. 5.2) as given in Table 7.2, and then to interpolate Δο linearly
to get So at the required energy. Cgi7?') and h(rf) in Eq. (7.1) are as
given in Eq. (3.8). The accuracy with which our т . е . 1S,o phase shift is
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thus reproduced is about 10 deg. below 2 MeV. That Eq. (7.1) supplies
an accurate way to interpolate the 15ο phase shift, is easily understood,
since the improved Coulomb Foldy correction Δο can be used to remove
approximately vacuum polarization and improved Coulomb effects from
the phase shift ¿o·
The phase shifts in the higher partial waves, not given in this table, were
taken to be improved Coulomb plus vacuum polarization plus OPE phase
shifts, computed in Coulomb-distorted-wave Born approximation. Also the
3
^2 phase shift is not given in the table, since it surpasses the να+VVp+VOPE
value at 25 MeV only by 1.5 χ IO - 3 deg., and the difference is less at lower
energies. The ε^ mixing parameter, which has been tabulated, is about
3% more negative than the C+VP+OPE value. Some phase shifts at the
precise energies of the experimental data can be found in the Data Reference
Table, in the column labeled 'т.е. phases'.
Next to the т.е. phase shifts, one can also find in Table 7.2 the quanti
ties that can be used to compare our phase shifts with those of models that
do not incorporate vacuum polarization and/or improved Coulomb. These
are: r/, the vacuum polarization phase shift, pe, the phase shift of the Va2
part of the improved Coulomb potential, and furthermore the Foldy correction Δο and the improved Coulomb Foldy correction Δο both calculated
for the Nijmegen potential [Nag78]. To compare our 1SO phase shift, that
w
is the phase shift (6~
i t h respect to Coulomb functions (see
О о я )о
Chapter 5), with phase shifts (6Q )O of models that incorporate neither
improved Coulomb nor vacuum polarization, but only the Coulomb poten
tial νσι (Eq. (4.2)) and a nuclear potential, one should use the relation
+N

№+N)O

= {S§+yP+M)o - Δο .

(7.2)

An example: the Nijmegen potential [Nag78] gives at 25 MeV {6C+N)O =
49.28 deg. With Δο(25 MeV) = -0.036 deg. from Table 7.2 one obtains for
the Nijmegen potential (δ~
)o = 49.244 deg., which is 3.3 s.e. error
bars larger than our s.e. value, as can be seen from Table 7.5 and verified
in Fig. 7.2. For a model that incorporates vacuum polarization but not
improved Coulomb, and of which the phase shift is given with respect to
vacuum polarization functions, one can use
Ό + ( i g # £ + * ) o = (Щ+

„)о - Δ 0 + Δ 0 .

Р+

(7.3)
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For partial waves with £ > 0 one does not need a table of Foldy corrections,
since for reasonable nuclear potential models one has accurately enough
At « re and Δ* « r* + Pt- For £ > 0 pe has not been tabulated, since in
good enough approximation pi « 1.4 x 1 0 - 3 deg. and P2 « 9 χ I O - 4 deg.
between 0.1 and 30 MeV. From the smallness of these phase shifts ρχ and
P2 one should not conclude that the Va part of the improved Coulomb
potential is unimportant, because a lot of partial waves contribute due to
the very long range of Vc-¡.
One can see in Table 7.2, that for low enough energy the 1I?2 phase
shift almost equals Тг, but the P-wave phase shifts already deviate from Γι
at the lowest experimental energies. This difference is due to the threshold
behavior of the nuclear phase shifts. The drastic fall-off of the VP phase
shift is only seen below about 0.1 MeV. One can also see the accidental
crossing at Tiab « 30 MeV of Δο and τ0 and at Тіаь « 18 MeV of Δο and
TQ. For most purposes it might be accurate enough to approximate above
30 MeV Δο and Δο by TQ.
The т . е . phase shifts (labeled 'M') are also shown in Figs. 7.1-7.4.
For the 1SO the direct plot of the phase shift (Fig. 7.1) can hardly show
the fantastic accuracy with which the 1 5о is determined. Therefore in
Figs. 7.2-7.3 the shape 8ΕΜ{Τ\&) is displayed. The shape is the deviation
of the effective range function FEM (Sec. 7.2) from the straight line:
SEM = FEM — { — τ^—Η І ^ в м ^ 2 ) , where the effective range parameters aEM
and rEM are determined from the 1 5o phase shift of the т . е . fit.
The effect of our rejection of the unpublished Minnesota?? [Heg76,Heg77]
and Los Alamos76 [Lov75,Lov76] data can be seen in the lines labeled 'HL'.
These would be the result of the т . е . fit if we included these important
unpublished data [Heg76,Heg77,Lov75,Lov76]. Since the group of Minnesota77 differential cross sections at 13.6 MeV would not have survived
our rejection criteria, these data have not been included here. Whether
deviations are of significance can be seen by comparing them with our s.e.
error bars ( ψ ) . The most important of the differences between the 'M'
and 'HL' lines, due to the Minnesota77 [Heg76,Heg77] data, are found for
S^SQ),
AC, and ¿ ( ^ г ) for energies Тіаь > 10 MeV. Including the Minnesota77 [Heg76,Heg77] data furthermore would result in a pion-coupling
constant /Q that is about one standard deviation smaller, (74.1±5.5) χ I O - 3 .
Preliminary analysis indicates that inclusion of data around Тіаь = 50 MeV
shows the same trends as inclusion of the Minnesota77 [Heg76,Heg77] data.
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The abovementioned differences between the phase shifts of these modi
fied analyses and our т . е . analysis are 1-2 standard deviations (s.d.). Since
these modified analyses show the same trends, we are led to the belief that
e.g. the pion-coupling constant is more likely to be smaller than 80.2, the
value found in the т . е . fit. For 6( 1 5o), Ac, and ¿(1Z?2), we have analogous
beliefs. Probably these problems arise because of the rather small number
of data available at the end of our energy range. Further analysis up to
higher energies will have to show whether these beliefs are well-founded.
The situation could also be clarified by new differential cross section experiments above about 15 MeV. Other types of experiments could also greatly
improve the data set above about 15 MeV. For the pion-coupling constant
the results from a 0-350 MeV analysis have already been reported [Ber87b],
giving indeed a lower value, f£ = (72.5 ± 0.6) χ I O - 3 , than this analysis.
Phase shifts calculated with the OPE ( V ) , the Nijmegen [Nag78] ('N78')
and the Paris [Lac80] ('P80') potential are also shown in the figures. To
these nuclear potentials we added the electromagnetic potential: improved
Coulomb and vacuum polarization. We do not compare with other nucleonnucleon potential results, since unfortunately enough we do not have a com
puter code to calculate the Funabashi potentials [Obi75,Obi77,Obi79], and
the Bonn [Hol75,Hol76,Hol77] and Argonne [Wir84] potentials are neutronproton potentials. As for the 1 5o in Figs. 7.2-7.3, one can see that for very
low energies the Paris (P80) [Lac80] potential is very much in error, since its
5( 1 5o) is 0.14 deg. (57 s.d.) too large at the interference minimum and 0.24
deg. (26 s.d.) too large at 1 MeV, but above about 3 MeV it is somewhat
better than the Nijmegen (N78) [Nag78] potential. If one would add only
the standard Coulomb and the vacuum polarization potential to the Paris
potential, and not the improved Coulomb potential, the difference with our
analysis would be slightly (0.01-0.02 deg.) less at these energies. That the
Paris potential [Lac80] gives wrong values for the 15Ό scattering length a0
and effective range ra was already noted by Piepke [Pie85]. We obtain the
same values. We have included in the Paris potential the proper electromag
netic potential. Contrary to the explanation accepted by Piepke [Pie85],
inclusion of vacuum polarization in the Paris potential for the 15'о can ac
curately be approximated by the Foldy correction Δο- Perhaps the easiest
way to ensure a reasonable low energy behavior of potential models is to
fit the 1SO phase shift at the interference minimum and at 1 MeV. This is
easier than fitting effective range parameters. The comparison of the 1 5o
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results with those of earlier low energy analyses is made in terms of effective range parameters in Sec. 7.2. No comparison is made there with the
series of analyses of Arndt et al. [Arn74,Arn77,Arn83,Arn87], since these
are not intended to be detailed low energy analyses, but aim primarily at
the higher energies. This can be seen in several ways. First of all, below
25 MeV Arndt et al. [Api83] do not give a s.e. ¿( 1 5o); at 25 MeV their s.e.
S(lSo) is in accordance with ours (Sec. 7.2) but their т . е . ¿( 1 5o) is 0.7 deg.
(3.2 s.d) lower than their own s.e. Ä^So) and 0.9 deg. (8 s.d.) lower than
our s.e. ¿( 1 5o). Thus probably their parametrization of the phase shifts
as a function of the energy is not good enough. At 10 MeV the difference between their т . е . 6{lSo) and ours is about the same as at 25 MeV.
Furthermore, Arndt et al. do not give error bars for the combinations of
P-wave phase shifts Ac, Aj-, and ALS- Ь І their latest analysis [Arn87]
dramatic changes in the 10, 25 and 50 MeV np s.e. phase shifts (up to 9
s.d.) are left undiscussed.
For the 3 P-waves, in Figs. 7.4a-c, one can see that the Nijmegen (N78)
[Nag78] and Paris (P80) [Lac80] potentials predict a too large S{3P0) around
10 MeV. It is more instructive to look at the combinations of 3 P-wave phase
shifts A c , Ay, and ALS in Figs. 7.4d-f, since in Born approximation the
central, tensor, and spin-orbit parts of the potentials are responsible for
these combinations. One can see that the central P-wave combination Ac
of this analysis above 20 MeV is substantially larger than those of the
older analyses of SSH [SSH70] and Bohannon et al. [Boh76]. As mentioned
above, inclusion of unpublished data and a preliminary analysis of higher
energy data up to about 50 MeV both give also a somewhat smaller A c ·
Whether or not our high Ac around 25 MeV should be viewed as a sta
tistical fluctuation that has a large effect since it occurs at the end of our
energy range, will become clearer when we finish the analysis up to higher
energies. For A T and ALS the most important features are: (i) Our s.e. er
ror bars at 5 and 10 MeV are much smaller than those of previous analyses,
due to the new Wisconsm82 [Bar82a,Bar82b] analyzing power data. In the
same publication [Bar82a,Bar82b], Barker et al. reported also an analysis,
which however was in error, giving a AT deviating more than 3 s.d. from
what we find for their data, (ii) Both the Nijmegen (N78) [Nag78] and the
Paris (P80) [Lac80] potential give a too large AT and a too small ALS at
10 MeV. This has already been discussed elsewhere [Swa84]. Probably this
shows a flaw in the treatment of the medium range forces in these potential
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models. As one can see in Fig. 7.4f OPE gives only a very small ALS (in
Born approximation Δ ^ Ο Ρ Ε ) = 0), and therefore in ALS interactions of
shorter range [e.g. two-pion-exchange or e-exchange) are visible.
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Table 7.2: Multi-energy phase shifts and mixing parameter with respect to Coulomb functions in degrees
as a function of T^fMeV).
For the ¿improved
Coulomb) Foldy corrections Δο and Δο of the
NijmegenlS potential and the improved Coulomb
phase shift pi, see Eqs. ^4.11,5.20,5.21^. In
Sec. 7.1 the use of the table is demonstrated.
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Figure 7.1: 1 5o phase shift 6Q in degrees vs. Tiabψ : single-energy analyses.
M: multi-energy analysis.
P80: Paris potential [LacSO].
N78: Nijmegen potential [Nag78j.
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Figure 7.2: The shape SEM vs. Т\яЪ.
SEM
is defined
in Eqs. f3.10,7Λ), using aBM and rEM of
our т.е.
fit.
Apart from the contents of
Fig. 7.1 we also inelude here single-group re
sults (§).
The points marked with \ are
the single-group results of the (unpublished)
Minnesota77 [Heg76,Hetf77] data.
The dashed
line (HL) displays the т.е. fit if the Minnesota77
and the Los Alamos76 [Lov75,Lov76] data are in
cluded.
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10 Ti.b(MeV)

SEMdO^fnr 1 )

Figure 7.3: Enlarged display of the shaded region of Fig. 7.2.
The Paris potential can not be seen in this figure,
since its phase shift is too large at low energies.
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Figure 7.4: Ρ- and D-wave phase shifts δ in degrees vs. !Гівь·
(¡ι ; single-energy analyses.
M: multi-energy analysis.
HL: multi-energy analysis with unpublished
data [Heg76,Heg77,Lov75,Loi/T6] included.
φ : Arndt et al. [ArnS3].

\ :

ssH [ssmoj.

^ : Bohannon et al. [Boh76].
N78: Nijmegen7S potential [Nag78j.
P80: ParisSO potential [LacSOj.
π:
One-pion-exchange.
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7.2

Effective range parameters

In the low energy domain, results of an analysis are often presented in terms
of effective range (ER) parameters [Gur64,SSH70,Noy72,Nai77,San83]. In
order to make a comparison with those analyses, we give the values that
can be deduced from the behavior near k2 — 0 of our multi-energy phase
shifts. The error on the ER parameters is the maximum deviation possible
without raising χ 2 by more than 1, in varying the 10 P-matrix parameters
and the pion-coupling constant. For the 1So phase shift we used the ER
function for δ§Μ as given by v.d. Sanden et al. [San83]

W*>) - ego/)**1 +¿ÍXT-~xTT0

+ (1 A2)2r, khW) +

- '

+k2d [CoV) - l] + 27?'A:¿o =

=

— + 1гвмк2 + 0(к4).

(7.4)

The definitions of χο and ¿o can be found in Ref. [НеІбО], those of d, Αι and
A2 in Ref. [San83]. If one ignores the relativistic correction V03 to the static
Coulomb potential VC1 = a'/r, i.e. taking d, Ai and A2 equal to zero, one
gets back the ER function of Heller [Hel60]. Ignoring this correction in an
analysis results in a value for aEM that is about 0.009 fm more negative and
about the same value for rBM [San83]. Since Naisse [Nai77] uses the ER
function for 6C, the Coulomb corrections in the 1 5o partial wave are treated
in a model dependent manner in that analysis. We have used the improved
Coulomb Foldy correction Δο (Sec. 5.2 and Sec. 7.1) to compute the val
ues of our multi-energy 6C in order to compare with his results (ac and
Γσ). It should be emphasized here again that Δο corrects only for vacuum
polarization and improved Coulomb (see also Sec. 5.2), where the protons
are treated as point charges. Ideally one would have an 'electromagnetic
Foldy correction' that corrects for all electromagnetic effects, except for the
point Coulomb interaction VC1. The most important electromagnetic effect
not included in our improved Coulomb Foldy correction is the change in
the Coulomb potential due to the spatial extension of the charges. It is
not necessary to incorporate that in our potential tail, since it is of short
range and can therefore be absorbed in the P-matrix. But it will be the
major error made if one adjusts the parameters of a nuclear potential plus
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VC1 to fit our values of ac and rc. The elimination of this error is under
study [Der87a] with the Nijmegen potential [Nag78] as the nuclear poten
tial. Preliminary results are that elimination of this error makes ασ about
0.0075 fm more negative and Γσ about 0.002 fm less positive.
The region of convergence of the ER series of Eq. (7.4) is determined
by the logarithmic singularity of OPE: Т1аь < 9.7 MeV. It has been shown
[San83,Swa85], that the CFS approximation used by Noyes [Noy7l], Naisse
[Nai77], and Mathelitsch et al. [Mat84] is not accurate enough (see Chap
ter 3). Values and errors for the ^ o ER parameters are given in Table 7.3,
where they can be compared with earlier analyses. One can see that the
(new) Zürich78 data [Tho78] make the determination of the ER parameters
more precise, and that there is a very good agreement with the analyses of
Noyes [Noy7l] and Gursky and Heller [Gur64].
The difference between our results for the 1iSO ER parameters and those
of van der Sanden et al. [San83] are primarily due to the difference in higher
energy data. Van der Sanden et al. use the 0-3 MeV data and the restriction
S^SQ) = 0 at Tiab = 253 MeV, whereas we use the data up to 30 MeV.
Inclusion of the unpublished Minnesota77 [Heg76,Heg77] differential cross
sections would have shifted our results for the 1 5о ER parameters somewhat
(0.6 s.d.) towards those of van der Sanden et al. [San83]. The low energy
data determine ¿( 1 5о) е г У precisely at the interference minimum and at 1
MeV. Due to the т . е . parametrization, the ER parameters (determined at
2iab = 0) are sensitive to the higher energy data. Therefore it is probably
best to recommend values for the 1 5о ER parameters that are in good
accordance with the 0-3 MeV as well as with the 0-30 MeV analysis: o E M =
-7.804 ± 0.004 fm and rBM = 2.784 ± 0.020 fm.
For the 3 P-waves we used ER functions for Sfj analogous to those of
Heller [Hel60]. (For ί φ 0 hff* и £&, see Chapter 5.) These ER functions
[FC)\J and their corresponding expansions are
{FC)XJ

=

(l + rf*)k*[C*{rf)kcatfâ)

=

— + -ruk2
au

(íc)ii

+ 2Ttkh{rfj\

+ 0 (Jfc4)

for J = 0,1

2

=

(l + V,2)k2[c¡(V,)kcot(6g-6f2(OFE))

=

— + ]-гігк2 + 0{к4)
ai2

=

2

+ 2V,kh(v,)]
for J = 2 ,

=
(7.5)

0-30 MeVpJiase shift

analysis

analysis

scattering length

effective range

Present work

αΕΜ = -7.8063І0.0026
(αΕ = -7.8153І0.0026)
(α σ = -7.8196І0.0026)

(fm)
rBM = 2.794І0.014
{rB = 2.794І0.014)
(Υσ = 2.790І0.014)

v.d. Sanden
et αϊ. [San83]

αΒΜ = -7.8016І0.0029
(ο Β = -7.8106І0.0029)

rBM = 2.773І0.014
{rB = 2.773І0.014)

Gursky and
Heller [Gur64]

αΒ = -7.815 І0.008

rB = 2.795І0.025

Noyes and
Lipinski [Noy7l]

ав = -7.8146І0.0054

rB = 2.795І0.008

SSH [SSH70]

ав = -7.821 І0.004

rB = 2.830І0.017

Naisse [Nai77]

ασ = -7.828 І0.008

(H

2.80 І0.02

Table 7.3: 1 5o scattering length and effective range (as de
fined in Sec. 7.2) of this and earlier analyses. For
van der Sanden et al. [San83] we give their values
determined by the Zurich78 [Tho78] data. Values
between parentheses give information identical to
that of the line above.
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where in the 3 P2 ER function the Coulomb plus OPE ' P j phase shift is
subtracted. The latter phase shift of course depends on the pion-coupling
constant. The results for the deduced 3 P-wave ER parameters can be found
in Table 7.4, where they can be compared with earlier analyses. Especially
the (new) Wisconsin82 [Bar82a,Bar82b] polarization data make the deter
mination of the parameters more precise. Our values agree with those of
SSH [SSH70], except for the 3 Po with Naisse's SSH/SC values [Nai77], and
except for the 3 P2 effective range with the van der Sanden 1982 analy
sis [Dum83]. All our values except for the 3 P2 scattering length are in
disagreement with the analysis of Mathelitsch et al. [Mat84]. We see no
valid reason why Mathelitsch et al. [Mat84] could get such small errors for
their ER parameters.
If we had included the unpublished Minesota77 differential cross sec
tions [Heg76,Heg77] and the Los Alamos76 polarizations [Lov75,Lov76],
the 3 P i scattering length would have been lowered by 0.052 fm 3 (1.2 s.d.)
and the 3 Po scattering length would have become 0.09 fm 3 (l s.d.) less
negative. All other ER parameters would have changed by 0.4-0.7 s.d.

7.3

Single-energy results

If one wants to adjust the parameters of a model to the data, one needs
single-energy phases and error matrices. We denote the deviation of the
model phase shifts from the s.e. phases by d, the errormatrix by E, and
the minimum χ 2 arrived at in the s.e. analysis by x 2 e . Then if the model
phase shifts are not too far away from the analysis phase shifts, one can
compute the model χ 2 approximately as
X2 =xle.

+ d?E-1d·

(7.6)

It should be noted that this representation of the χ 2 hypersurface is not an
exact representation for several reasons. First of all, higher ¿ phase shifts
(pion-coupling constant) have been fixed. Furthermore, the data have been
clustered at the central energies with help of the multi-energy fit results,
and next to that the χ 2 hypersurface is only quadratic in the neighborhood
of the minimum. Still, this representation is much better than giving only
phase shifts and errors.
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present work
v.d. Sanden
et al. [Dum83]
SSH [SSH70]
Naisse [Nai77]
Mathelitsch
et al. [Mat84]

αιο=--3.03±0.11
Гіо = 4.22±0.11
< » ι ο = - -2.71±0.34
ГіО = 3.8 ±1.1
оіо=--2.6 ±2.0
гіо = 4.3 ±2.0
αιο=--4.3 ±0.6
гіо = 5.32±0.10
оіо=--2.84±0.02
гіо = 4.45±0.05

2.013±0.053
-7.92 ±0.17
о ц = 1.97 ±0.09
Г ц = --8.27 ±0.37
Оц = 2.8 ±1.3
Гц = --9.0 ±1.0
Оц = 2.2 ±0.5
»"11 = --8.0 ±0.2
1 1 = 1.90 ±0.01
Гц = --7.56 ±0.05
Оц =

•"11 = •

α

Оі2 =•-0.306±

0.015
4.2 ± 1.6
Οΐ2 = -0.316± 0.016
Гі2 = 7.8 ± 2.0
Оі2 = -0.45 ± 0.28
Г12 = 15. ±10.
Оі2 = -0.30 ± 0.01
Гі2 = 5.5 ± 0.9
12 =•-0.31 ± 0.01
Гі2 = 7.59 ± 0.28
Γΐ2 =

а

Table 7.4: Effective range parameters of the 3P-waves (in
appropriate powers of fm) of this and earlier
analyses.
SSH [SSH70J give sP-wave parame
ters for three different data sets. We give here
their results excluding all WisconsinßG [Kne66j
and Berkeley68 [SI068] data, since we reject these
data. Naisse [NafllJ discusses different models,
that give rather different results. We quote here
his SSH/SC results.
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To make such a representation of the χ 2 hypersurface, we divided the
data into clusters around 0.38254 MeV (the interference minimum), 1 MeV,
5 MeV, 10 MeV and 25 MeV. We had to split one group [Cat67], because
it contained data from 11 to 26 MeV. From these clusters we determined
the single-energy phases and inverse error matrices of Table 7.5 in the same
way as we determined single-group phases for groups with data points at
different energies (Sec. 6.2). So for each phase shift searched for, we fitted
a constant to be added to the energy dependent P-matrix of the multienergy fit. As this appeared to work not too well for the £2, we fitted here
a constant to be added to the multi-energy €2 mixing parameter.
Around the interference minimum and at 1 MeV only cross section data
are available. The more important groups are 5 (of the 7) new Zurich78
[Tho78] groups of Thomann et al. and the Los Alamos64 [Bro64] data of
Brolley et al. These data pin down the 15Ό phase shift very precisely, as
is explained very nicely in the excellent 1964 analysis of the Los Alamos
data by Gursky and Heller [Gur64]. From these cross sections only the
1
SO phase shift and the 3 P-phase shift combination Δσ (Eq. (3.17)) can be
determined. We varied Ac by varying all 3 P j P-matrices, with fixed A T
and ALs.
Around 5 and 10 MeV the new Wisconsin82 [Bar82a,Bar82b] polariza
tion data of Barker et al. allow a very precise determination of Δ τ and
Δ LS- The only cross section data in the 5 MeV cluster are two (out of
three) Kyoto75 groups of Imai et al. [Ima75]. Around 10 MeV one has
more cross section data, and from different experimental groups. Both Kyoto75 groups [Ima75] prefer a 1So phase shift that is 2 s.d. smaller than our
т . е . ¿( 1 5o). This is the reason for the difference between the s.e. and т . е .
¿( 1 5o). As one can see in the Data Reference Table, there is also friction
in Ac between all three Kyoto75 groups [Ima75] and the other differential
cross section data around 10 MeV [Joh59a,Jar70a,Jar70b]. The Kyoto75
[Ima75] data prefer Ac to be 0.02-0.03 deg. larger than the т . е . fit, which
is 1.5-2 s.g. standard deviations. The other cross section data prefer Ac
to be 0.05-0.09 deg. smaller than the т . е . fit, which is 1-2.7 s.g. standard
deviations.
At 5 MeV as well as at 10 MeV the clusters determine S^SQ), ¿ ( 3 P O ) ,
1
5 ( P I ) , ¿('Pj), and ¿( L>2)· But the optimum values for these phase shifts
depend slightly on the £2 mixing parameter. The value of ег can not be
determined from these data, as the χ 2 reached in the s.e. fits is virtually
3
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the same for €2 deviating up to 20% from the Coulomb plus OPE value.
Therefore we give at 5 and at 10 MeV the inverse error matrix (E^1 =
2 Иыг) *" αΐ1 a l m o s t degenerate 6 x 6 matrix. As errors for the phase shifts
we give the values for eg fixed at the т . е . value, so the values computed
from the 5 x 5 submatrix.
At 25 MeV the cluster is rather small, though it consists of data be
tween 18 and 30 MeV. The only new (post 1975) group in this cluster is
the Los Alamos76 [Jar76] 19.7 MeV group of cross sections. More par
tial waves are important at this energy. The observables in this clus
ter are quite insensitive to f-waves deviating up to 10% from Coulomb
plus OPE. We do find a minimum in χ 2 with respect to variations in
tf^So), δ{3Ρο), £(3-Ρι)ι ¿(3-P2)> δ^Όί) and the £2 mixing parameter, but
the value of €2 then reached is 0.27 deg. lower than the т . е . fit, which is
3 s.e. standard deviations. As the ej value of Arndt et af. [Arn83,Arn87]
does not deviate much from OPE, we do not (at least until we have ana
lyzed higher energy data) believe the 25 MeV cluster in its determination
of £2- (In Sec. 7.1 we already discussed the 6(lSo) and Ac values of the 25
MeV cluster.) Therefore, we give in Table 7.5 the values of 5 , P , and Dwave phase shifts for €2 fixed at the т . е . value. Of course we also give the
6 x 6 inverse error matrix at the minimum of χ 2 with respect to variations
in S^SQ),
£( 3 Po), 6(3-Pi)» ¿(3-f2), ¿O-Dz). and the ег mixing parameter,
which does give correctly the dependence of χ 2 on the phase shifts for this
cluster.
We have examined the quality of this description of the χ 2 hypersurface
by computing χ 2 for the Nijmegen potential [Nag78] (with the electromag
netic potential (Chapter 4) added) in two ways: (i) exact: by direct com
parison with the data and (ii) with the inverse error matrices of Table 7.5.
The error matrices gave χ 2 = 666 (x 2 /Ar df « 1.9), where as the data gave
X2=607(x2/JVdf«1.8).
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0.38254 MeV
groups

Nob,
122
phase
т.е.
14.5096
^ 0
-0.0559
Δσ
inverse error matrix
(E-1):
0.1683ХІ0 6
0.4750ХІ0 5
0.3164 x l O 6
1. MeV
groups
tfob.
2
57
phase
т.е.
32.5864
%
-0.0561
Δσ
inverse error matrix
(E-1):
5
0.1214X10
0.7999x10*
0.8799ХІ0 5
5. MeV
groups
Kb,
3
45
phase
т.е.
54.707
^ 0
3
1.441
Po
3
-0.945
Pi
3
0.183
P2
l
0.0186
D2
-0.0562
«2
inverse error matrix
(E-1):
3
0.152ІХІ0
2
0.3289ХІ0
0.3537ХІ0 3
2
0.5127X10
0.8088 x l O 3
2
0.8064ХІ0
0.7872 x l O 3
0.3454ХІ0 3
-.1269x10*
0.7319X10 1
-.102ІХІ03
phase
т.е.
-0.053
Ac
-0.410
Δτ
0.072
ALS
β

Net
118
s.e.
14.5094
-0.0601

xL·
132.77
error(s.e.)
0.0025
0.0018

Nd{
55
s.e.
32.6006
-0.0599

4 +Pi
-0.1013
-0.0547

Δο
-0.1814

38.75
em>r(s.e.)
0.0094
0.0035

Tt + Pt
-0.0872
-0.0503

Δο
-0.1925

40
s.e.
54.515
1.527
-0.932
0.183
0.0118
-0.0562

Хв.е.
31.45
error(s.e.)
0.087
0.091
0.027
0.015
0.0097
-

Tt + Pt
-0.058
-0.037
-0.037
-0.037
-0.0282
-

Δο
-0.093

0.3266x10*
0.1333x10*
-.3424x10*
0.3528x10°
s.e.
-0.039
-0.419
0.055

0.7128x10*
-.6101x10*
-.1034x10*
eiTor(s.e.)
0.010
0.017
0.015

0.1918 x l O 6
0.1472x10*
Tl + Pl
-0.037
0
0

tfdf

xL.

Table 7.5: (continued).

0.2159ХІ0 3
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10. MeV
groups
9
phase

Nob.
95
т.е.
55.121
%
3.430
'Po
3
-2.063
Ρι
a
0.639
P2
l
0.155
D2
-0.215
«2
1
inverse error matrix
[E' ):
3
0.2212 x l O
3
1
0.2505ХІ0
-.4250ХІ0
3
- . 2 9 6 4 x 1 0 ' -.1407ХІ0
0.9332x10'
-.3282x10'
3
3
О.ІЭЗбХІО
-.Θ144Χ10
3
0.5738x10'
-.3889ХІ0
phase
т.е.
0.048
Δσ
Δτ
-0.9505
0.210
Δΐ,5
25. MeV
groups
*оЫ
10
41
phase
т.е.
l
48.77
s
3 0
8.61
Po
3
-4.57
Pi
3
2.53
P2
0.771
e2
-0.873
inverse error matrix (E-1):
0.1224X10 3
0.1339x10'
0.2571x10'
0.1332ХІ0 1
-.7481x10'
-.2327x10'
0.6303x10'
- . 6 8 2 7 x 1 0 ' -.1379Х10 3
-.3166x10' -.130ІХІ03
phase
т.е.
0.839
Δσ
-2.324
Δτ
0.76
ALS

чъ

Ν*
88
s.e.
55.108
3.353
-2.078
0.636
0.162
-0.215

v'
Xe.e.
82.37
еітог(в.е.)
0.068
0.073
0.026
0.019
0.011
.

4 +Pt
-0.047
-0.032
-0.032
-0.032
-0.025
.

0.1902x10*
3
0.7443ХІ0
-.1656x10*
-.3278x10'
s.e.
0.033
-0.9427
0.226

0.3549x10*
-.3194x10*
3
-.628βχ10
error(s.e.)
0.017
0.0099
0.018

0.1294X10
0.2668x10*
re + Pt
-0.032
0
0

Ν«
34
s.e.
49.02
8.20
-4.33
2.37
0.904
-1.147

22.95
error(s.e.)
0.13
0.37
0.15
0.12
0.057
0.091

T¿+pí
-0.04
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.021
0

0.1460ХІ0 3
0.1143X10 3
-.8105x10'
-.2323x10'
s.e.
0.788
-2.206
0.71

0.3357ХІ0 3
-.5034ХІ0 3
-.4264 XlO 3
error(e.e.)
0.054
0.060
0.11

0.1538x10*
0.1078x10*
4 +Pt
-0.027
0
0

Δο
-0.061

5

0.9236ХІ0

3

XÌ,.

Table 7.5: (continued).

Δο
-0.04

0.1008Χ 10*

7.3 Results:
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If «2 is fixed at the т.е. value:
25. MeV
groups
^оЬв
tfdf
xl,
41
35
10
32.00
в.е.
phase
т.е.
error(s.e.)
48.77
48.87
0.12
%
3
8.65
8.61
0.35
Po
3
-4.57
-4.52
0.13
Pi
3
2.53
2.52
0.11
P2
0.771
0.775
0.039

чъ
Ac
AT

ALS

0.839
-2.324
0.76

0.859
-2.319
0.74

0.051
0.044
0.11

Ч + Pt
-0.04
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.021

Δο
-0.04

-0.027
0.0
0.0

Table 7.5: Single-energy results at Гіаь = 0.38254, 1, 5, 10,
and 25 MeV.
groups: number of groups of data in this cluster.
Nobs·' number of scattering observables in this
cluster.
N¿{: number of degrees of freedom, which is NQ^
minus the number of fitted phase shifts minus the
number of groups of relative measurements (see
Chapter 6).
The phase shifts are nuclear bar phase shifts with
respect to Coulomb functions, in degrees. The
lower triangular part of the inverse error matrix (аед.~г) is given, which is 1/2 times the
second derivative matrix. For comparison with
our т.е. results, the corresponding т.е. phase
shifts are also given. To enable the conversion
to other types of phase shifts (Sec. 5.2), we also
give τ ι + pt (see Eg. (5.13)). For £ = 0 also
Δο is given, the improved Coulomb Foldy cor
rection (see Eq. (5.21)) of the Nijmegen poten
tial [Nag78j.
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Summary of results

In this analysis the pion-coupling constant can be determined from the low
energy data without model dependent errors, which is an important im
provement over previous analyses. We find f* = (80.2 ± 6.6) χ 1 0 - 3 , but
the inclusion of unpublished data or higher energy data reduces the value by
about one standard deviation to (74.1 ±5.5) χ I O - 3 . A table of multi-energy
phase shifts is given, which makes it easy to compute the phase shifts at ev
ery desired energy between 0 and 30 MeV. With the Foldy corrections listed
in the table one can include vacuum polarization and improved Coulomb in
nuclear potential models, if the 1 5o phase shift of the potential is computed
with as only electromagnetic interaction the standard point-Coulomb in
teraction. Flaws in the Paris [Lac80] and Nijmegen [Nag78] potential are
noticed. In order to compare with previous analyses, effective range pa
rameters derived from the multi-energy phases are given. The single-energy
phase shifts and error matrices, to be used if one adjusts model parameters
to the 0-30 MeV pp scattering data, have been tested for the Nijmegen
potential to give a x'/JVjf accurate up to 0.1.

8 0-350 MeV analysis:
Determination of the
pion-coupling constant and
breaking of charge independence +
The coupling of the neutral pion field φ to the proton field φ is described by
the pseudoscalar (PS) or the pseudovector (PV) phenomenological vertex
functions Cps or üpvj where
¿PS

= ffoV^Jr [фііьф) φ and

LPV

=

(/o/m+)V5F(0»TfM75^)^.

(8.1)
(8.2)

To make the PV coupling constant f0 dimensionless it is customary [Dum83]
to introduce in £pv the charged pion mass m + . These different vertex
functions give rise to the same one-pion-exchange (OPE) potential between
protons, provided that one has
gl = ( 2 M p / m + ) 2 fS = 180.8/02 ,

(8.3)

where Mp is the proton mass.
Differences between these two phenomenological vertex functions show
up when one looks at the vertex pp —• π 0 . When one considers the underly
ing quark picture [Swa78], then it is unlikely that the vertices ρ —y ρπ0 and
pp —>• π 0 can both be described by these simple vertex functions with the
same go or fo, even if these couplings are modified by formfactors describing
only the spatial extension of the hadrons. Especially £ps is unbelievable,
because it predicts a very strong pp —* π 0 vertex. That Cps is unbelievable
does not mean that tpv is correct. We think that both expressions are
only valid approximations in a very restricted kinematic domain.
"''Published in Phys. Rev. Lett. 52 (1987). Co-authors: J.R. Bergervoet, T.A. Rijken,
and J.J. de Swart.
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Bugg [Bug68]
MacGregor et ai Mac68
Breit et al. BreTl
Bugg et al. [Bug78
Kroll Kro81
Bergervoet et al. Вег87а

(a)
(b)

Present work

Table 8.1: The neutral coupling constant
different data sets.

1968
1968
1971
1978
1981
1987
1987

75.2
81.4
73.1
77.8
80.3
80.2
74.1
72.5

103X/Q.

±
3.9
±
4.6
- 81.8
±
3.6
±
2.2
±
6.6
±
5.5
±
0.6

(a) and (b) indicate

The coupling of the charged pions to the nucléons is described by the
charged coupling constant fc, where f{pnn+)f(npn~)
= 2/ c 2 . When one
assumes charge independence for the pion-nucleon interaction, then one
has /ρ = /J' However, charge independence of the strong interactions
is only an approximate symmetry, because it is broken by the presence
of the electroweak interactions and by the mass difference between the
up and down quarks. In the past it was believed that this breaking of
charge independence was small, because it was assumed to be mainly of
electromagnetic origin [Mor68]. A recent calculation [Hen87], where one
tries to include also the quark mass difference, gives /Q smaller than /c2 by
7 to 10%.
The charged coupling constant fe is determined rather precisely in πΝ
scattering, where one seems to agree on ƒ* = (79 ± 1) Χ 1 0 - 3 [Dum83]. The
best place to determine the neutral coupling constant fo is probably in pp
scattering. In Table 8.1 different determinations of ƒ ' are listed.
The tensor character is an important feature of the OPE potential. In
the phase shifts the long range OPE tensor potential can best be seen from
the tensor combination of the triplet odd waves ( S P , ZF1 ...). The first
indication for a very low value of the neutral coupling constant gl « 13
or /o « 0.072 we [San80,Swa82,Swa84] got from a single-energy phase
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shift analysis of pp analyzing power (polarization) data at 10 MeV [Hut75].
These data give a much smaller tensor combination AT of 3 P-phase shifts
than the present best NN potentials, because all these potentials have
too large a value of /Q. Later studies [Der87b] showed that within a po
tential model it is impossible to obtain such a small Δχ with reasonable
values for the ρ and ω coupling constants and /Q in the neighborhood
of 0.079. Later a much more precise pp analyzing power experiment at
9.85 MeV [Bar82a,Bar82b] confirmed the low value of Δτ- This exper
iment gives Δ τ = —0.935 ± 0.009, while the Nijmegen soft-core poten
tial [Nag78] gives Δ τ = —0.98 and the parametrized Paris potential [Lac80]
gives Αχ = —1.01.
The value of /Q presented here is a result of our phase shift analysis of all
pp data scattering data with Тіаь < 350 MeV [Ber87e,Ber88]. It is a contin
uation of the lower energy analyses performed by our group [San83,Ber87a].
Preliminary results have been published in Refs. [Swa86,Ber87d]. We use a
method which is sensitive to the long and intermediate range (r > 6) of the
pp interaction. This allows us to check in a quantitative way the long and
intermediate range part of any pp potential. We used it to check the OPE
potential, to determine the neutral pion-coupling constant, and to compare
the long and intermediate range part (r > 1.4 fm) of the soft-core Nijmegen
potential [Nag78] and the parametrized Paris potential [Lac80].
The data set for Т1аь < 30 MeV is extensively discussed in Ref. [Ber87a],
that for Tiab > 30 MeV is roughly speaking a combination of the data sets
used in the analyses of Arndt and co-workers [Arn74,Arn83,Arn87] and
the data lists published by Bystricky and Lehar [Bys78,Bys8l], whereof the
data with too high [Ber87a] x 2 -values are rejected. This leaves us with 1234
scattering observables. Of all groups of data, 26 have an experimentally
undetermined normalization, so for a correct model without any adjustable
parameters one expects the x 2 -value: (χ 2 ) = 1208 ± 49.
The method of analysis is about the same as in our 0-30 MeV analy
sis [Ber87a]. The lower partial waves (with J < 4) are parametrized by
means of an energy dependent P-matrix at r = b and for r > b a potential
tail VL = VEM + V . Here VEM is the electromagnetic potential, consist
ing of the modified relativistic Coulomb potential [Aus82,Aus83] and the
vacuum polarization potential [Dur57]. The longest range part of VNUC is
the OPE potential
NUO

0-350 Me V phase shift analysis
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1 ., Mp f m Y e-mr L

^

n

/

3

3

N

, (8-4)

where m is the π 0 mass and E = JM* + k2 with к the c m . relative
momentum.
In the highest partial waves ( J > 10), which axe very insensitive to
the short range interaction, we use the phase shifts due to VBM and V0pE,
computed in Coulomb-distorted-wave Born approximation. The main part
of the phase shifts with intermediate values of J (5 < J < 9) is due to
VBM and V0pB. A correction is determined from the lower partial waves by
optimal mapping techniques [Cut68,Ciu69a,Ciu69b,Rij85,Ber87c,Ber87e].
Since the parametrization of the short range interaction (r < 6) is purely
phenomenological, the number of P-matrix parameters is determined by the
criterion that the description of the data does not improve significantly if
one parameter is added. Counting also the pion-coupling constant, we need
28 parameters, which is not too different from the number of parameters
used in other multi-energy phase shift analyses [Bys87,Arn87] in this energy
range.
The long range interaction depends on /Q . In fact, it is this dependence
which allows us to determine /Q. All realistic models for the pp interaction
include the OPE potential as the longest range part, but they differ in
the description of the shorter range forces which are due to heavier and/or
higher order boson exchange (HBE). Therefore we have included in νΝυσ
the HBE of some modern potential models. Our method of analysis is
especially suited to measure the quality of potential tails (r > 1.4 fm) via
the attained minimal χ 2 in the analysis.
As possible choices for VNua we have considered the following:
(i)

= ^OPB· The change in V0pB due to a form factor as in the
Nijmegen soft-core potential [Nag78] is of no influence, since its
effect is of short range.

VNUC

(ii) VNUC = VOPB + V£BB, where V£BB is the non-ΟΡΕ part of the
Nijmegen soft-core potential [Nag78].
(iii) νΝυσ = V¿PB + V£BB, where V¿PE is the static OPE potential
[leaving out the factor M/E in Eq. (8.4)].
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'ινυσ

"OPE

'OPB

"H ' Я В Е

Amin

ΙΟ 3 χ/ 0 2

1288.9

71.9 ± 0.8

1266.7

72.6 ± 0.6

'OPE

Т^ г н в в

1265.9

72.5 ± 0.6

'OPE

1 'ИВЕ

1273.3

74.6 ± 0.6
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Table 8.2: Results for the different potential tails.

(iv) νΝυσ = VOPB + V£BE, where V£BB is the non-ΟΡΕ part of the
parametrized Paris potential [Lac80].
For each potential tail the P-matrix parameters and / 2 , that affects all
partial waves, have been adjusted in a least-squares fit to the data. The
results for xj,;,, and /Q are given in Table 8.2. For the cases (ii), (iii),
and (iv) we used ό = 1.4 fm. Taking only the OPE potential tail in к а
appeared not to be reasonable for b = 1.4 fm. This indicates that HB En
forces are not negligible outside 1.4 fm. Therefore we used b = 1.8 fm in
case (i) and also the number of P-matrix parameters was increased by one
to get a more reasonable fit to the data. Even then the description is the
least good: The χ ^ ί η remains about 20 higher than with the other tails.
The tail of the Nijmegen potential is seen to be somewhat ( Δ χ ^ η = 6.6)
better than the tail of the Paris potential. The value of /Q found with the
Paris potential deviates also (by about 3 s.d.) from the others, which are
very consistent.
The model dependence due to the chosen potential tails gives an esti
mate for the systematic error in the determination of /Q. The energy at
which the results for /Q in cases (ii) and (iii) imply the same OPE potential
is about 9 MeV, indicating the importance of the analyzing power data
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around 10 MeV [Hut75,Bar82a,Bar82b] in this determination. This impor
tance can more clearly be seen from a fit to all data minus these analyzing
power data. This raises ƒ ' by about 1.4xl0~ 3 and enlarges the error in the
determination of ƒ* by about 50%.
In order to show that we really look at the OPE potential, characterized
by its exchanged mass and its specific spin dependence, we have checked
the consistency between different subsets of all partial waves in the deter
mination of /g and also determined the π 0 mass in the same way as we
determined /Q.
To save computer time, the tests on the consistency between the partial
waves have been done with a matrix representation of the data. The results
are for Vffuc = V0pB + V£BE. Introducing different coupling constants for
the spin-triplets / r and for the spin-singlets /5, we obtain /j, = (72.5 ±
0.6) χ 10~3 and / | = (74 ± 2) χ IO" 3 . This result indicates the importance
of the spin-triplet waves in the determination. When we next introduce
different coupling constants for the 3 P-waves / ( 3 P ) and all other partial
waves ƒ (rest), we find / 2 ( 3 P ) = (72.2 ± 0.6) χ Ю - 3 and / 2 (rest) = (73.8 ±
0.9) χ 1 0 - 3 . Also for the other potential tails the values from the different
subsets of partial waves are rather consistent. We see that the 3 P-waves
are very important in the determination of /Q .
In our judgment the determination of the π 0 mass from the pp scat
tering data is a crucial test. The mass as well ss the coupling constant
can be determined from the potential tail, but only the mass is accurately
known. We find m = 134.7 ± 2.1 MeV, in complete agreement with the
more accurate value m 0 = 134.9642 ± 0.0038 MeV [PDG86]. In Fig. 8.1
we sketch the x 2 -surface as a function of m and /g. A strong correlation
between fl and m is seen. Due to the correlation the correct value found
for m supports the value found for /Q.
Let us summarize and discuss our results. In our study of the long and
intermediate range of the pp interaction we find that the data, which are
described with a x2/N¿( « 1.07, favor the tail of the soft-core Nijmegen
potential [Nag78] over the tail of the parametrized Paris potential [Lac80]
by 2.5 s.d. Using the tail of this Nijmegen potential for the description
of the forces with intermediate range, we find for the neutral pion-proton
coupling constant / | = (72.5 ± 0.6) χ I O - 3 or д^ = 13.1 ± 0.1. We quote
here the value for the fit with the lowest x^m· The error given is purely
statistical. From Table 8.2 we get an impression of the model dependence
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ш

m[MeV]

Figure 8.1: Ellipses of constant χ2 in the (m,f2) plane with
optimal adjustment of the P-matrix parameters.
— : 69% confidence region (Αχ2 = 2.4).
2
- · - : 95.5% confidence region (Δχ = 6.2).
φ : value and error bar for Ц (with m fixed).
—O- : value and error bar for m (with free /£).
<J> : value and error bar for f2 from πΝ scattering.
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of our result, which gives then an estimate of a possible systematic error.
No other systematic errors have been found in this analysis, because the
results using subsets of all partial waves are consistent and also the mass
of the exchanged π 0 is in excellent agreement with its rest mass. Our
result for /o is in fair agreement (see Table 8.1) with earlier determinations,
except with the value quoted by Kroll [KroSl], who used forward dispersion
relations. Our value of ƒ ' is smaller and much more precise than these
earlier determinations. It deviates significantly1 from the value /c2 = (79 ±
1) x 1 0 - 3 or g* = 14.3±0.2 for the charged coupling constant. This indicates
a large breaking of charge independence or 5i7(2)-isospin symmetry. This
breaking is of the same order of magnitude as a very recent estimate in a
simple quark model, where it is due to the mass difference between the up
and down quarks [Hen87]. This large 5Î7(2) symmetry breaking of the pionnucleon coupling constants leads to the expectation of even larger 517(3)flavor symmetry [Gel64] breaking of the meson-baryon coupling constants.
The difference between /Q and ƒ* is of direct importance in an np phase
shift analysis [Sto87,Sto88], since it contributes to the difference between
the I = 1 pp phase shifts and the I = 1 np phase shifts. As shown in
Ref. [Jau84], it will also be of importance in the description of deuteron
photodisintegration.

1

Since Cps contains the factor ffm, the discrepancy between the value of fJ from πΝ
scattering and our value of /Q is enlarged when one uses as scaling mass m the mass of
the exchanged meson.
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Samenvatting
Faseverschuivings-analyses van
0 - 3 5 0 M e V pp verstrooiings-data
Dit proefschrift bevat een verslag van analyses van meetgegevens over
elastische verstrooiing van protonen aan protonen (pp verstrooiing).
Het doel van een dergelijke analyse is een gemakkelijk bruikbare samenvatting te geven van de informatie die bevat is in de meetgegevens. De
resultaten van zo'n analyse kunnen gebruikt worden by het construeren van
betere modellen voor de krachten tussen twee protonen.
Vergeleken met de uitgebreidheid van een proton (ca. 1 fm = 10 - 1 5 m)
en de dracht van de kernkrachten (enkele fm) bepaalt een experiment het
effect van de wisselwerking op asymptotisch grote afstand. Daarom kan men
alleen het asymptotisch gedrag van de quantummechanische twee-deeltjesgolffunctie bepalen.
In een faseverschuivings-analyse schrijft men de golffunctie als een som
van zogenaamde partiële golven. Voor elastische verstrooiing is asymptotisch het enige effect van de wisselwerking een verschuiving van de fases van
deze partiële golven. Het doel van een faseverschuivings-analyse nu, is het
bepalen van al deze faseverschuivingen.
Partiële golven met groot hoekmoment, de hogere partiële golven, zijn
erg ongevoelig voor de interactie op kleine afstand, ten gevolge van de centrifugale barriere. Het analoog hiervan in de klassieke fysica is de 'impactparameter' beschrijving, waarin deeltjes met groot hoekmoment niet dicht
by elkaar komen.
De krachten tussen protonen op grotere afstanden zijn goed bekend.
De electromagnetische krachten worden beschreven door het uitwisselen
van een of meer fotonen, die ook nog een virtueel electron-positron paar
kunnen creëren (vacuüm polarisatie). Van de nucleaire krachten is het
langste dracht gedeelte een gevolg van de uitwisseling van de lichtste mesonen, de pionen ( π 0 , π * ) . Daarom is de een-pion uitwisselings potentiaal
een belangrijk ingrediënt van alle realistische potentiaal-modellen voor de
nucleon-nucleon wisselwerking. De kortere drachts nucleaire krachten, ten
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gevolge van b.v. het uitwisselen van zwaardere mesonen of meer pionen,
zijn slechter bekend.
Omdat de faseverschuivingen in de hogere partiële golven niet gevoelig
zijn voor de interactie op kleinere afstanden, kunnen ze berekend worden
uit de bekende lange drachts interactie. De overblijvende faseverschuivingen
dient men te bepalen uit de meetgegevens. Om alle meetgegevens te beschrijven moeten de faseverschuivingen geparametriseerd worden als functie
van de energie (of snelheid) van het invallende proton. Hiervoor worden in
verschillende analyses verschillende methoden gebruikt, bijvoorbeeld met
behulp van effectieve drachts functies of fenomenologische potentialen. In
de analyses waarvan hier verslag wordt gedaan, worden de faseverschuivingen berekend via een geparametriseerde P-matrix, de logaritmische afgeleide van de golffunctie op afstand r = 6 = 1.4 fm. De bekende lange
drachts interactie wordt meegenomen als potentiaal in de Schrödinger vergelijking buiten r = o.
Het eerste gedeelte van dit proefschrift (Hoofdstukken 2-7) bevat een
analyse van alle meetgegevens voor lage energie (Тиь < 30 MeV). In dit
gebied bleek de P-matrix methode een belangrijke verbetering te zijn op
alle eerdere analyses. Electromagnetische effecten zijn in dit gebied van
groot belang. Daarom worden in andere analyses de faseverschuivingen
vaak gedefinieerd ten opzichte van electromagnetische golffuncties. Speci
ale aandacht wordt in dit proefschrift gegeven aan de definitie van deze
verschillende soorten faseverschuivingen.
Het tweede gedeelte van dit proefschrift bevat een verslag van de bepa
ling van de pion-proton koppelingsconstante uit de analyse tot 350 MeV.
Deze constante, die de sterkte aangeeft van de een-pion uitwisselings poten
tiaal, is een belangrijke parameter in alle modellen voor de wisselwerking
tussen nucleonen. De gevonden waarde, die erg nauwkeurig is, wijkt sig
nificant af van waarden die men, o.a. op grond van pion-nucleon (тгі )
verstrooiing, gewoonlijk gebruikte. In πΝ verstrooiing bepaalt men echter
de π * koppelingsconstante, terwijl voor pp verstrooiing slechts de π 0 kop
pelingsconstante van belang is. Daarom is deze nieuwe waarde een sterke
aanwijzing voor de breking van ladings onafhankelijkheid, d.w.z. voor een
verschil tussen de nucleaire krachten in een pp-, een np- en een nn-systeem,
dat van niet-electromagnetische oorsprong is.
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Stellingen
1
Het fenomenologische geometrische quark model geeft de experimenteel
waargenomen universele niveau-opsplitsing van de spectra van quarkonia.
Een noodzakelijke verbetering van het model is het in rekening brengen
van de op QCD gebaseerde kleur-Coulomb wisselwerking. Dit zal de overeenstemming met de leptonische breedtes sterk verbeteren, maar mag de
overeenstemming met de experimentele spectra niet essentieel verstoren.
Hierbij is het toegestaan de invloed van de kleur-Coulomb wisselwerking te
beperken tot r £ 0.2 fm.
Б. van Beveren, G. Rnpp, T.A. Rijken en С DnDemond, Pkyi. Rev. D 27, 1527 (1983).
H.H.J.M. JuuMn, proefschrift Nümegen, 1988.
W. Buchmüller en S. Туе, Pkyê. ¡Uv. D 24, 132 (1981).

2
Toekomstige NN faseverschuivings-analyses en potentiaal-modellen moeten de bteking van de ladings-symmetrie van meson koppelings-constanten
ten gevolge van de maesa-verachillen van quarks meenemen dan wel bestuderen.
E.M. Henley en Zong-ye Zhang, Nuct. Phji. Л472, 7Б9 (1987).
Hoofdstuk 8 van dit proefschrift.

S
Bij de bepaling van de ρ koppelings-constante uit een gecombineerde proton
proton en neutron-proton faseverschuivings-analyse beneden 350 MeV cal
de statistische onzekerheid veel kleiner zijn dan de systematische.
4
Een faseverschuivings-analyse, waarvan de resultaten tot 14 standaard af
wijkingen verschillen van de vorige analyse, en waarin aan deze verschillen
geen aandacht wordt besteed, zou niet gepubliceerd mogen worden.
R.A. Arndt, L.D. Roper, RA. Bryan, R.C. Clark, B.J. VerWest en P. Signell, ΡΚγ: Re«.
D 28, 97 (1983).
R.A. Arndt, J.S. Hyelop, III en L.D. Roper, Pkf.

Re:

D 35, 128 (1987).

Б
De P-matrix methode is een zeer krachtige methode voor de beschrijving
van een twee-deeltjes interactie, zoals gedemonstreerd in studies van de
YN, NN en ^^-wisselwerking.
B.O. Kerbikov, B.L.G. Bakker en R. Diling, гц« Unbreniteit Anuterdam, 1987.
Dit proefachrift, epeciaal nctie 3.2.
R.G.E. Timmerman«, T.A. Rijken en J.J. de Swart, in THEF-NYM-88.05, Nijmegen, en
Pm. IV LEAR vorluhop, VUlan-niT-OUon, ZwiUerland, Sept. 1987.
β
Bij de voordelen die de branched-bus topologie van Ethernet biedt qua
bedrijfszekerheid en snelheid van communicatie, vergeet men te vaak het
nadeel van het grotere probleem om de vertrouwelijkheid en authenticiteit
van informatie verstuurd over een dergelijk Local Area Network te waar
borgen.
7
Voor natuurwetenschappers dient het pakket van tekstverwerkings-macro's
Ш^Х, o.a. omdat de correcte uitspraak lay-I^X (TEX voor leken) is, de
standaard te worden.
8
Mede onder invloed van de grote bezuinigingen op de geestelijke gezond
heidszorg heeft de client-centered (kinder)therapie zich ontwikkeld van een
non-directieve tot een efficiëntere vorm van therapie, waarin plaats is voor
doelgerichte initiatieven van de therapeut.
β
Dat de ouders in Oude Pekela de politie terecht verweten relatief veel aan
dacht aan de zaak Heyn te besteden, bleek uit het advies van officiële zijde
aan de ouders om beter op de kleintjes te letten.
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Peter C.M. van Campen.

